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OUTDOOR ESCAPES
When you’re ready to go, look to a Virtuoso travel advisor for inspiration
and practical advice on navigating travel’s landscape now.
For close-to-home getaways or far-flung trips of a lifetime, Virtuoso advisors are your
resource for the insight you need to plan a safe, successful, and unforgettable vacation.
Their expertise and access to Virtuoso’s network of the world’s best travel brands, perks,
and experiences mean your most memorable trips are yet to come.
Connect with an advisor at virtuoso.com.
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START DREAMING NOW
Wanderlist is an exclusive look book of the world’s best destinations, high-end hotels, luxury cruises, and curated
experiences you didn’t know were possible. Use our online travel planning tool to find inspiration for future trips, create
idea lists to share with friends and family, and connect with your Virtuoso advisor to bring those travel dreams to life.
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Intimate Ships | Spacious Accommodations Throughout
All Ocean-front Suites | Personalized Service | Curated Voyages
All-inclusive Luxury | Enhanced Health and Safety Protocols
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to dream, plan and book your journey on the Ultra-Luxury Resort at Sea.
We are staying atop health and safety protocols in our continuing effort to minimize the risk of exposure to COVID-19,
which may impact our voyages and offerings, including amenities and itineraries. All U.S. voyages are subject to CDC
Cruise Travel Advice which is available at https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/covid-4/coronavirus-cruise-ship.
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On Location at Montage Laguna Beach

Imagine those memorable moments
where time stands still.
f o r r e s e rvat i o n s , p l e a s e c o n tac t yo u r v i r t u o s o t r av e l a dv i s o r .
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|

H E A L DSB U RG

|

LOS CABOS |

PA L M E T T O B L U F F

K A PA L UA B AY

|

L AG U N A B E AC H

ENJOY 10% SAVINGS WITH EARLY BOOKING BONUS
Plus
POLAR
ALL-INCLUSIVE

FLIGHTS
ECONOMY
ROUNDTRIP FLIGHTS

HOTELS *
1 NIGHT PRE
AND POST HOTEL

EXPEDITION
EXCURSIONS
IN EVERY DESTINATION

TRANSFERS
TRANSFERS BETWEEN
AIRPORT, HOTEL AND SHIP

*If necessary due to air connection

On selected 2022 voyages. Book and pay in full by June 30, 2021.
NOTICE: For U.S. cruises and guests: Prior to booking, please consult all applicable U.S. Centers for Disease Control travel advisories, warnings, or recommendations relating to cruise travel, available at http://www.cdc.gov/travel/notices. If a certain threshold level of COVID-19 is detected
onboard your cruise ship during your voyage, your voyage will be ended immediately and the ship will return to the port of embarkation, and your subsequent travel, including your return home, may be restricted or delayed.

ADVENTURE BEGINS AT
THE EDGE OF THE WORLD
LET US TAKE YOU CLOSER TO THE
AUTHENTIC BEAUTY OF THE ARCTIC

Venture beyond the unknown and explore the beating heart of the Arctic. Journey in supreme comfort to the very top of the world and discover
so much more than just polar bears and midnight sun. Enthusiastic and expert Expedition Team Members keep you in the know while immersive
local culture keeps you on the go. Inspirational, aspirational and educational, champagne on ice will never seem the same again.
Enjoy exclusive beneﬁts when you book through your Virtuoso travel advisor.
Receive up to $600 shipboard credit per suite on select voyages.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Early Booking Bonus Program: Offer valid on new bookings made between April 1 through June 30, 2021 on voyages departing from September 1, 2021. Guests receive 10% savings on the Silver Privilege fare for select voyages if full payment is received
no later than June 30, 2021; full payment includes the cruise fare and any outstanding balances on the booking (air, hotels, transfers and land programs). Offer not valid for full World Cruises. Bookings made before or after the promotional period will not qualify for the savings. Other
restrictions apply. All fares, savings, offers, programs, and itineraries are subject to change without notice. Additional restrictions may apply. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Contact your travel advisor for full offer details and complete Terms and Conditions.

Editor’s Note

Choose Your Adventure

I

HAVE A SET OF COCKTAIL NAPKINS THAT SAY,

“I’m outdoorsy in that I like drinking wine on patios” – which pretty much sums up my attitude
toward adventure. I’m typically more of a loungearound-the-pool kind of traveler, but after a year of being cooped up, my definition of adventure has morphed:
The notion of just getting back out there, anywhere,
promises its own kind of adrenaline rush.
As Covid vaccinations roll out, the option to travel
is transforming into reality for more people – and the
Virtuoso Life staff couldn’t be more excited. (It seems
like every meeting starts with chatter about who has
received vaccines and who’s still waiting.) In anticipation, we’ve put together some ideas and inspiration
for your next big outing, from a roundup of tented
camp stays (glamping, Virtuoso-style) to a photographic visit to Morocco, interviews with travel insiders on the importance of connecting with nature,
and more. Even if you prefer your vacations with air
conditioning, there’s something for everyone in this
issue, including dining your way through the Florida
Keys and a toast to French rosé (which admittedly
goes down even easier alfresco – I guess there’s truth
to those cocktail napkins).

With every issue we create, even
our well-traveled
team learns a thing
or two about the
world. Here are a
few fun finds from
this issue:
• That reflection in the cover image isn’t a mirage – it’s
from a temporary lake formed after a rainfall in Morocco’s Erg Chebbi dunes (“Desert of Plenty,” page 82).
• The Florida Keys are linked by 42 bridges (“The Long
Way West, page 34).
• Hotel designer Bill Bensley has a great way to use those
souvenir patches my kids always bring home but leave
forgotten in a drawer (“My Travel Essentials,” page 56).
• In Tellaro on Italy’s Gulf of Poets, legend has it an octopus once saved the town from pirates. Today, the town
holds a festival every year where they eat … octopus
(“The Secret Italian Riviera,” page 48).
• Mexico’s Copper Canyon has more than four times the
volume of the Grand Canyon (“In the Field,” page 70).
• São Tomé and Príncipe isn’t on the continent you
might think (“Pitched Perfect,” page 58).

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR &
VICE PRESIDENT, CONTENT
esrnka@virtuoso.com

Last issue, I wrote about the possibility my son’s high-school senior class trip might be canceled due to
Covid restrictions and concerns. I’m happy to report that it happened without a hitch. The protocols in
place in Los Cabos, from the airport to our resort, car services, and tour operators, allayed our health
safety concerns, and our resort’s on-site Covid testing center made it so easy to meet U.S. reentry
requirements in place at the time. (Fortunately, no one in our group tested positive, but, like many
other resorts, ours offered an inexpensive accommodations policy to reassure travelers worried about
getting stuck.) I’m grateful to Virtuoso advisors Jaimie Sanders and Sarah Zamzow for organizing our
trip: After a year of cancellations, it was a fun way to celebrate the end of one chapter – and kick off a
new one with a passport stamp in place.
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(SOLO PORTRAIT) KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

JUST BACK FROM CABO SAN LUCAS

SAIL SMALL
AT WINDSTAR, we constantly push the limits of upscale, small ship travel, scanning the globe for
fresh destinations (including the ones you didn’t know existed) and showing them to you in ways no
one else can. This curated collection features limited sailings that are singular for the sheer number
of UNESCO World Heritage Sites visited, variety of landscapes explored, and menu of regional
delicacies tasted.
These are unforgettable voyages for all those who feel they’ve “been there and done that,” to take
you to some of your favorite places while discovering new hidden harbors along the way that’ll
make you rethink your bucket list.
To book, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

SELECT SAILINGS
BY WINDSTAR
ALASKA

LATIN AMERICA

ALASKAN SPLENDORS

COSTA RICA & PANAMA CANAL

CARIBBEAN

MEDITERRANEAN

SAN JUAN & THE VIRGIN ISLANDS

SOUKS & SHERRIES: IBERIA & MOROCCO

WINDWARD ISLANDS SURF & SUNSETS

SPANISH SYMPHONY

GREECE

NORTHERN EUROPE

ANCIENT WONDERS OF GREECE & EPHESUS

AROUND ICELAND

TREASURES OF THE GREEK ISLES

SOUTH PACIFIC

ITALY

DREAMS OF TAHITI

CLASSIC ITALY & DALMATIAN COAST

TAHITI & THE TUAMOTU ISLANDS

SICILIAN SPLENDORS

U.S. COASTAL

YACHTSMAN’S HARBORS OF THE RIVIERAS
SOUTHEAST CANADIAN EXPLORATIONS
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Virtuoso® is the leading global travel agency network specializing in luxury and experiential travel. This by-invitation-only organization comprises over 1,100 travel agency locations with 20,000 travel advisors in 50 countries throughout North America, Latin America, the Caribbean, Europe,
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com. California CST #2069091-50; Washington UBI #601554183. Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the state of California. Copyright © 2021 by Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved. Within the United States, Virtuoso, the Globe Swirl Logo, Virtuoso Life, Specialists in
the Art of Travel, We Orchestrate Dreams, Orchestrate Dreams, Journey to Global Citizenship, Return on Life, and Wanderlist are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Your Journey Begins With Us, Best of the Best, and Virtuoso Voyages are trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Virtuoso, Ltd., has a U.S.
copyright registration for the Globe Swirl Logo, © 2000. Outside the U.S., these marks are the property of Virtuoso, Ltd., and the applicable marks are registered with numerous national trademark registries around the world.
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“Rosé’s Reign,”
page 38
THE REPORT: “The
inspiration for this
piece was my own trip
to Provence. Sipping
rosé and feeling the
Mediterranean sun
on my skin was boon
enough, but it was so
enriching to be back in
Provence and speaking
French in daily life.
Feeling a half-forgotten
language click back
into place was an irreplaceable joy.”
MOST ADVENTUROUS

(SAMANTHA FALEWÉE) EVA SEELYE

ASSIGNMENT: “I went

to Siena to report on
wine and food – and
ended up in the middle
of Il Campo amid
screaming locals as
horses raced around
the square with jockeys
riding bareback. The
heavily ritualized Palio
is called one of the
most dangerous horse
races in the world for
a reason.”
@s.e.fal

Photographer

Writer

Luis García

Shivani Vora

San Diego

New York City

“Big on the Barrio,”
page 32
THE REPORT: “I can’t
remember when I first
had lunch at Las Cuatro
Milpas in San Diego,
but I can tell you that
the menu, the decor,
the women working
behind the counter,
and the delicious food
are the same today as
back then. Maybe their
prices have changed,
but maybe not.”
MOST ADVENTUROUS
ASSIGNMENT: “A three-

week expedition cruise
in the South Pacific that
I did for Virtuoso Life
about five or six years
ago. We went from
visiting islands in the
middle of nowhere and
snorkeling on remote
reefs teeming with fish
to witnessing an active
volcano from just a few
meters away.”
@luisgfoto

Photographer

Alan Keohane
Marrakech

“Desert of Plenty,”
page 82
THE REPORT: “While
traveling in Morocco’s
desert to photograph
prehistoric cave paintings, we camped overnight by a dry riverbed.
The next morning we
heard rumbling and
quickly gathered our
kit. Evidently, it had
rained a lot up the
valley, and, just as we
reached our truck, a
wall of mud and stones
came gushing down.”
MOST ADVENTUROUS
ASSIGNMENT: “I spent

a week camped out in
a tiny hut in Morocco’s
Toubkal massif trying
to photograph the
rare bearded vulture. I
couldn’t step outside in
daylight for fear of scaring off the bird. After a
week without seeing it,
I descended to a refuge
below the hide, where
guides told me they’d
watched a vulture sit on
the roof for four hours
while I was unable to
see it above me!”

“Bring the Crew,”
page 44
THE REPORT: “This
story gave me great
advice on how to have
a successful family trip
and ideas on places
to go with my 8- and
13-year-old daughters.
As long as you pick the
right ship and itinerary,
almost any destination
can make a great family cruise. For me, that
means the Rhine River
and Indonesia, once
travel resumes.”
MOST ADVENTUROUS
ASSIGNMENT: “Gorilla

trekking in Rwanda with
my dad in tow.”
@shivanivora78

Writer

Adam Erace
Philadelphia

“The Long Way West,”
page 34
THE REPORT: “On my
trip to the Keys, I spent
time at Summerland
Key’s Mote Marine
Laboratory to learn
about coral bleaching.
I used to hear ‘coral
bleaching’ and think
‘Australia.’ Now I know
it’s as Florida-specific as
hurricane preparedness
and python control, and
like so many of those
issues, it all connects
back to climate change.”
MOST ADVENTUROUS
ASSIGNMENT: “Hiking
in Glacier National Park
last September. I’m
a lifelong city person
whose favorite outdoor
activity is reading on
a beach, but I wound
up so taken with the
majesty of the place –
its turquoise lakes, wildfire graveyards, roads
clawing across the
mountainsides – that
I can’t wait to visit
more national parks
in the future.”

@adamerace

@alan.keohane
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Just Back

Into Africa
A two-country trek renews a travel advisor’s love of exploration.

VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR BRIANNA
Glenn of San Diego recently traveled to
Rwanda and Kenya (adding countries number 42 and 43 to her list) on a trip organized
by on-site tour connection Giltedge Africa.
Here, she shares insight and thrills from her
two-week journey.

PANDEMIC REAL TALK I realize that journeying
across the world during a global pandemic
is an extremely personal choice. For those
comfortable with traveling right now, Africa
makes the ideal destination for many
reasons. It’s the small lodges, open spaces,
outdoor activities, wildlife encounters, and
communing with nature that create the very
best option for travel given what the world is
currently going through.

ABOUT THOSE PROTOCOLS Many parts of Africa

MAIN ATTRACTION Gorilla trekking in Rwanda
did not disappoint. The most thrilling moment was after a challenging hike through
the forest – we turned the corner and they
were just sitting right in front of us, mere
feet away. It simply takes your breath
away, figuratively and literally, because you
realize there’s nothing between you and a
500-pound gorilla! The family we visited
included an 8-day-old baby. We watched the
mama hold and breastfeed it – it was all so
natural and beautiful.
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PHOTO CREDIT

have dealt with Covid in a responsible
manner from the beginning and have
some of the world’s lowest infection rates.
Masks are part of people’s daily wardrobe,
sanitization happens constantly, and temperature checks occur anytime you enter
an establishment. During my two-week
stay in Rwanda and Kenya, I took a total of
five Covid tests – I never went more than
three days without one. While, yes, this
can be an inconvenience, it also allowed
me to have one of the coolest travel experiences of my life.

Safari downtime: Sundowners in Kenya
and (right) soaking in Rwanda. Opposite,
clockwise from top: Glenn in Kenya, a
dance break, and a Rwandan gorilla.

PACKING TIPS The most important items to

BRIANNA GLENN

pack are sturdy, water-resistant hiking
boots and thick socks. You’ll also want waterproof pants; gaiters to keep out dirt, ants,
and crawly things; long sleeves to keep your
arms covered; a light rain jacket or parka;
and possibly a hat. I used a buff to protect
my neck and keep my hair out of the way.

PORTERS FOR THE WIN-WIN You’ll have the opportunity to hire a porter for your trek, and
this is something I’d absolutely recommend.
You pay them $10 (plus an additional tip if
you’d like), and they carry your backpack
and any additional items you might need.
This is helpful for the traveler and also helps
support the community.
CITY STOP Kigali is incredible. Most people,
myself included, remember learning about

the genocide in 1994, but to see Rwanda
now makes the turnaround even more astounding. Make sure to visit the Kigali Genocide Memorial. It allowed me to put into
context the bits and pieces I’d learned over
the years about what happened and understand how the country has healed. Rwanda
is one of the world’s fastest-growing economies and a hotbed of creativity.

UP IN THE AIR One of the highlights of my
time in Kenya was floating over the Maasai
Mara in a hot-air balloon. We set off for the
launch site before dawn. Once we arrived,
I watched the balloon being inflated while
I sipped coffee and enjoyed homemade
banana bread. Before I knew it, the balloon
was airborne, and we were floating above
the Mara. At the end of the ride, we toasted
the morning’s activities with a Champagne

breakfast prepared under a tree in the
middle of nowhere.

SPEED RACER My favorite animal to see on
safari is the cheetah – probably because
I have a thing for speed! On one drive we
watched a mama cheetah and her two
cubs for almost an hour as they stalked
what might have been their next meal and
gave chase.
SUPPORTING LOCALS These local economies
that depend so heavily on tourism are
full of beautiful people whose livelihoods
rely on travelers safely returning. Many of
the safari lodges are responsible for the
national parks’ conservation efforts, and
so, beyond their ability to employ people
in the tourism industry, they also rely on
travel to fund conservation.

M AY | J U N E 2 0 2 1
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Visit America’s oldest national park in winter to encounter wild gray wolves thriving in
their natural habitat, or explore highlights and hidden corners of Yellowstone and the
Grand Tetons in spring, summer or fall. Small-group departures from January–October,
2022. Private departures also available!

Yellowstone: Ultimate Wolf & Wildlife Safari

Hidden Yellowstone & Grand Teton Safari

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL
ADVISOR FOR DETAILS
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Adventure On
As we emerge from the pandemic, how to responsibly resume travel – from a health and safety standpoint and with an eye toward
its impact on destinations – is on many people’s minds. One solution: small-group-tour leader
ep T ve ’s new slate of high-end
itineraries, which debuts next January. Capped at 16 travelers per group, the journeys feature real moments to connect with locals – dinner
with a Zoroastrian family in Iran or a wildlife ranger in Uganda, cooking lessons in Sri Lanka and Morocco, a private museum tour and
classical music concert in Saint Petersburg, a boat outing off Lastovo Island to help a Croatian fisherman pull in the day’s catch.
In all, travelers can choose from 70-plus trips in more than 40 countries throughout Africa, Asia, Central and South America,
and Europe, which, like all Intrepid tours, are 100 percent carbon offset and focus on directly benefiting local communities.

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: Joel Centano, Elaine Glusac, and Bethanne Patrick
M AY | J U N E 2 0 2 1
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Clockwise from top: Venteux’s omelet of eggs five ways, Le Pavillon’s soaring space, and picnic time in Saint Bart’s.

BEACH, BLANKE , BOLL NGE
Leave it to the idyllic 39-room Le Sereno St. Barth to put an Italian spin on a
remote Caribbean beach picnic. Taking cues from its sister hotel, the 30-room
Il Sereno on Lake Como, the hotel offers a sunset meal served by a butler on custom porcelain from Milanese fashion house Larusmiani and includes an assortment of cold Mediterranean dishes – including Apulian burrata with marinated
eggplant, and lobster with chitarra spaghetti – accompanied by a bottle of chilled
Bollinger Champagne or Château Léoube rosé. Beach picnic, $177 for two.

chef Daniel Boulud plans to serve not just
meals but a retreat experience in Manhattan’s new 11,000-square-foot Le Pavillon,
with 57-foot ceilings, an indoor garden, and
views framing the Chrysler Building. The
restaurant, set to open in May, occupies the
second floor of Midtown’s One Vanderbilt skyscraper across from Grand Central Station.
1 Vanderbilt Avenue; danielboulud.com.
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(VENTEUX OMELET) NEIL BURGER

SPRING SHOOTS Anticipating dining’s return,

BOOKS

CARRY-ON COMPANIONS
 THE LOST BOYS OF MONTAUK

BY AMANDA M. FAIRBANKS (Gallery
 A THEATER FOR DREAMERS

BY POLLY SAMSON (Algonquin

 GREAT CIRCLE BY MAGGIE SHIP-

STEAD (Knopf) A “great circle” is
the slice from the dead center of
a sphere. It’s also the pole-topole route around the globe that
Shipstead’s aviatrix protagonist
Marian Graves follows. That
1950s quest, however, will not
be truly finished until twentyfirst-century Hadley Baxter
is cast as the film version of
Marian – not because the two
women share history, letters,
or mementos (those common
tropes of historical fiction), but
because of their shared dissatisfaction with the patriarchal
system guiding their lives. As
Hadley learns more of Marian’s story, she begins asking
her own questions and making
decisions about how a woman
can determine her own life, in a
novel with rich prose and even
richer symbolism.

Books) On the Greek island of
Hydra in the 1960s, a group of
bohemian creatives, including a
very young Leonard Cohen and
his lover Marianne Ihlen, live
amid sun, sand, and sea. But is
their life an idyll, or a false front
in which women work while the
men play? Samson, married to
British rocker David Gilmour
(she’s also written lyrics for his
band, Pink Floyd), incorporates
the music world’s still-sexist
lifestyle into her literary fiction
about historical figures. Her
narrator, 18-year-old Erica,
comes to the island after her
mother’s death and observes
Charmian Clift, the real-life Australian writer who, though she’s
written an acclaimed memoir,
Peel Me a Lotus, spends most
of her time coddling her cranky
husband and acting as a kind
of den mother to the rest. Samson’s novel is the perfect smart
beach read for 2021.

 THE CHOSEN AND THE
BEAUTIFUL BY NGHI VO (Tordot-

com) In January 2021, the copyright on F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The
Great Gatsby expired, placing it
in the public domain and opening the door for new riffs on its
plot. Nghi Vo highlights previously minor character Jordan
Baker in her speculative twist
on the American classic. Vo’s
Baker is still rich and connected,
with a killer golf handicap – but
also Vietnamese, queer, and adopted. She possesses a kind of
elemental magic in this fantastical, dangerous version of 1920s
New York as well; she just has to
learn how to use it and discover
when to let it loose. Lush with
Jazz Age excess and filled with
demons (their blood, like alcohol, is prohibited), Vo’s novel
offers both literary inversion
and the kind of freshness found
in the best science fiction.

Books) The commercial fishing
boat Wind Blown left Montauk
Harbor in March 1984 on a
routine voyage with a four-man
crew: a captain, two other locals, and the privileged scion of
a family summering in the Long
Island town. A week later, the
boat collided with a nor’easter;
neither the craft nor the crew’s
bodies were ever recovered. The
story could have died there, but
in the late 1990s, Montauk shifted
from being a working-class
community to a playground for
the rich, and the aftermath of
the Wind Blown disaster affords
Fairbanks a way to examine that
shift, which continues to create
tensions in the community. One
of the most moving parts of her
book involves boat captain Mike
Stedman’s long-held secret and
how his widow, Mary, has coped
with her loss and memories.
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Passport
OUT & ABOUT

Heritage Ride
Explore Underground Railroad history on Backroads’ new
multisport trip from Savannah to Charleston in partnership with
Outdoor Afro, a nonprofit that encourages Black people’s participation in outdoor recreation. The six-day cycling, hiking, and sea
kayaking journey visits eighteenth-century plantations, coastal
waterways that enslaved Africans carved into rice fields, and the
Gullah community – descendants of West African slaves – for
a hearty Low Country boil and storytelling session. Departures:
October 3 and 10; from $3,999. Private departures available any
day through 2022; from $4,199 per person with a minimum of
eight travelers.

Park Life
Clockwise from top: Deep South cycling with Backroads, Utah’s Zion National
Park, and the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express’ bar car.

With U.S. national parks more popular than ever, G Adventures
has introduced three new trips big on the great outdoors. The
seven- to nine-day small-group itineraries: a tour of the Grand
Canyon, Zion, and Navajo Nation’s Monument Valley Tribal Park;
a deep dive into Yellowstone and the Tetons; and a hiking expedition that hits all five of Utah’s national parks. Departures: Multiple
dates, June 11 through October 10; from $1,799.

Whistle Stops

ART & CULTURE

NATIONAL VISION
The original wampum belt (above) given to colonist William Penn in 1682, portraits of Indigenous Lenape leaders, a bowl forged in the 1700s by an
enslaved silversmith, and Quaker furniture that reflects eighteenth-century English Protestants’ minimalist aesthetics rank among the highlights
of the Philadelphia Museum of Art’s newly reopened Early American Art Galleries. Exhibits in the 10,000-square-foot expansion, debuting
May 7, emphasize the contributions forged in the clash of colonization by Indigenous, Black, and European artists and the multicultural influences
that shaped early American artistic traditions. Collectively, the display “tells a deeper and truer story about who participates in the creation of an
‘American’ culture,” says curator Kathleen A. Foster. philamuseum.org.
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(BELT) JOSEPH HU/PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART

For decades, the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express’ elaborate
dining cars and restored vintage sleeper cabins have lent a
golden era glow to its routes from the Adriatic to the English
Channel. This year, the slow-travel icon will range farther across
the continent, adding five new stations: Amsterdam, Brussels,
Geneva, Florence, and Rome. New overnight routes offer a
timeless means of transferring between Venice and Geneva,
Paris and Rome, and Paris and Florence, with optional pre- or
post-departure stays at the 45-room palazzo Villa San Michele
in Florence or the 39-room Tuscan estate Castello di Casole. The
new Venice-to-Amsterdam overnight departs on June 21 with
stops in Paris and Brussels en route; passengers may return to
Venice via any one of those cities on June 24.

GOODS TO GO
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on Voyage

DUE NORTH
A

ew on the ile
A
W
will sail the Nile when the 68-passenger AmaDahlia debuts in September.
Between visiting Queen Nefertari’s tomb in Luxor and the 4,000-year-old Great Sphinx of Giza,
cruisers can sample the seven-course tasting menu at the onboard Chef’s Table restaurant,
take in an evening belly dancing show, and watch Egypt’s landscapes pass by from a private
balcony suite. Round-trip 12-day voyages from Cairo run September through May and include
pre- and post-cruise stays in the capital. Inaugural departure: September 3; from $4,649.
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FORES
S
u ’s first expedition vessel, the 264-passenger Seabourn Venture,
launches in December with a spa befitting its nature-based voyages. Adam
D. Tihany designed the 3,700-square-foot Spa & Wellness center in the style
of a “floating forest,” with a textured, tree-inspired mural; wood accents; a
stone floor; and a sauna with floor-to-ceiling windows to soak up the outdoor
settings. Spa services range from complimentary guided yoga and meditation
to detox massages that draw on the line’s Mindful Living Program, curated by
health expert Dr. Andrew Weil. While the inaugural December 11 passage is
almost sold out, the ship will continue sailing 10- to 14-day journeys along
Norway’s North Cape through April 2022, including a 12-day cruise from
Copenhagen to Tromsø that gives travelers a great shot at seeing the northern
lights. Twelve-day Copenhagen-to-Tromsø departures: January 18 and March 31,
2022; from $9,999.

(LOFOTEN ISLANDS) STEPAN BEZVERSHUK/GETTY IMAGES

When cruising returns in Europe,
Vk
will be ready with a new ship
to explore Nordic and Mediterranean
coastlines. The 930-passenger Viking
Venus will offer the line’s familiar
Scandinavian-inspired decor and
plentiful outdoor space – every
stateroom has a balcony. After
three cruises along the coast of southern England (exclusively available to
UK residents), the ship will welcome
international travelers with a 16-day
passage from Bergen to London, with
stops at the Shetland and Lofoten
islands. London-to-Bergen departure:
June 11; from $6,499.

While Alaska’s cruise season remains on
hold for ships carrying more than 100
passengers or calling in Canada, Holland
America Line and Princess Cruises
have created land tours for travelers who
want to explore the state’s wilderness.
The six- to eight-day itineraries include
both escorted group tours and self-guided
options – along with a rail trip from
Anchorage to Denali National Park. Built
in: flexibility to customize adventures
with a day of tracking grizzlies, wolves,
and caribou; a small-ship cruise around
Portage Glacier or a visit to the Alaska
Wildlife Conservation Center; and more.
Departures: Multiple dates, May 28 through
early September; from $1,699.

YO U R
ADVENTURE
STA R TS H E R E
at Miraval Resorts & Spas

Unlock the power of nature,
beginning with your own. Our
outdoor adventures—climbing,
riding, hiking, even ziplining—
move you out of your comfort
zone. Whether you’re high above
the ground or on it, you’ll love
challenging yourself.
Elevate your wellbeing at
Miraval’s destination resorts and
spas. Your journey to a life in
balance begins here.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to book

Suite Talk

ALOHA ANEW
Three Hawaiian resorts emerge from the pandemic more alluring than ever.

Clockwise
from top: Goop
Mauna Lani,
Andaz Maui
Wailea Resort’s
Arrival Lounge,
and the adultsonly pool and a
pineapple cocktail at Fairmont
Kea Lani.

Maui’s 450-villa and -suite Fairmont Kea
Lani added eight new private cabanas to its
adults-only serenity pool: five designed for
couples, and another three 184-square-foot
refuges for socializing, with lounge chairs,
dining tables for six, refrigerators, and
ceiling fans. The additions join 23 generous
ohana, or family, cabanas at the main and
upper pools. Doubles from $819, including
breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.
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In May, 19 new three-bedroom villas will
debut at Andaz Maui at Wailea Resort.
The 320-room property is also home to the
new Welzie Art Gallery, with playful resin
sculptures and art by the one-named artist,
who also teaches adult and children’s classes
at the resort. Villas from $1,829, including
breakfast daily and a $100 resort credit. Welzie
art classes, $110 to $130.


On the island of Hawaii, the 334-room
Mauna Lani has opened Goop Mauna
Lani, the first Hawaiian branch of Gwyneth Paltrow’s brand of toxin-free makeup,
sun protection, and hair care goods, as
well as jewelry and books. Pick up resort
wear, swimsuits, sandals, and shades from
Goop’s G. Label collection. Doubles from
$675, including breakfast daily and a $100
resort credit.


Toast of the Town
Two new five- and six-bedroom villas at Jamaica’s Tryall Club serve as independent resorts within the 2,200-acre
Montego Bay estate. The 11,000-square-foot Oceans 8 features an infinity pool, a Jacuzzi, an expansive veranda with
an outdoor bar and dining table for 12, and a game room with an oversize, wall-mounted TV; the master bedroom opens
onto a private garden with an outdoor shower. A staff of seven maintain the five-acre, five-bedroom Bella Vista, with
outdoor showers and soaking tubs, a separate wellness building housing a gym and plunge pool, and panoramas of the
sea and the championship golf course. Guests of the resort’s 69 villas have access to its nine-court tennis club, new
Beach Club, and 18-hole course. Villas from $20,000 per week.

Clockwise from top: Tryall Club’s Oceans 8 villa, Mustang Monument Wild Horse Eco-Resort,
and chefs Gastón Acurio, Ariana Bundy, and Heston Blumenthal.

(HESTON BLUMENTHAL) JOHN SCOTT BLACKWELL

CULINARY KINGDOM

A host of celebrated chefs will fire up their kitchens when
the 795-room Atlantis The Royal, Dubai opens this winter.
Among them are Peruvian culinary star Gastón Acurio, who
will helm the city’s first cevichería, serving his country’s
national dish alongside Andean cocktails; Heston Blumenthal, representing British cuisine; and Iranian American
chef Ariana Bundy, who opens her first Persian restaurant,
complete with garden terrace daybeds. In the evening, guests
can commandeer private cabanas at Cloud 22, a club on the
22nd story with an infinity-edge Skypool and views of the
Palm Jumeirah archipelago below. Doubles from $600, including breakfast daily, preferred access and lounge seating at
Aquaventure Waterpark, and a $100 hotel credit.

Horseplay
Allowed
Days at Mustang Monument Wild Horse EcoResort outside Wells,
Nevada, begin at sunrise, with guests feeding
the 1,000 or so wild
horses that inhabit the
900-square-mile ranch
from the hay wagon. “I
find people are sort of silent on these trips because it’s overwhelming,” says
Madeleine Pickens, who founded the ten-cottage ranch dedicated to supporting mustangs, which are otherwise subject to roundups and culling. Western
lore animates the resort, from activities such as roping lessons, horseback
rides, and horse-drawn wagon rides to its saloon’s saddle barstools. Guests
are encouraged to roam the range on foot, by off-road vehicle, or on horseback. “You could come for a year and have lunch in a different place every
day,” Pickens says. Doubles from $2,600, including a cowboy hat, bottle of
Champagne, and cheese plate on arrival, and all meals and house wines.
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ON TOUR

GIVING BACK

ROOT
CAUSE
Planting a tree is one
of the most powerful things we can do
for the planet. These
three companies let
you skip the shovel
work with tree-planting initiatives.

1.
D

Antarctica Made Easy
Early pioneers of Antarctic exploration, please look away: A five-hour flight from Cape Town via private jet now
makes setting foot on the seventh continent a total breeze. And it’s possible to do it with a light footprint. On its
range of 1- (yes, that’s possible) to 24-day journeys, tour company White Desert offsets all emissions from flights,
warms stylish sleeping pods using solar power, skips single-use plastics, and ships all waste back to South Africa
for recycling and responsible disposal. Travelers can also participate in critical citizen-science efforts, including
emperor penguin research. Five trip options, all customizable and available for up to 12 people, include an eightday program to commune with the penguins and visit the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. Departures: Eightday trips, multiple dates, December 13, 2021, through January 26, 2023; from $96,000.

Shining a Light

J
u
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Dento in Japanese translates as “tradition.” But using the
old characters for the word, it means “passing of the light,” a
philosophy shokunin, or master craftspeople, have practiced for
centuries, transferring their knowledge from one generation
to the next. Yet as Japan’s population ages and its young people
trade tradition for technology and rural villages for cities, timehonored techniques are in danger of disappearing. Enter Virtuoso on-site tour provider Windows to Japan and its newly
formed Dento Foundation, which works with universities and
art schools to create internships and connect apprentices with
mentors, especially in Japan’s countryside. Light extends to
travelers, too, who can meet shokunin in their studios and study
everything from shikki (lacquerware) making to sake distillation. The experience, says company cofounder Avi Lugasi,
“opens a window not only to authentic Japanese crafts, but the
craftspeople and communities behind them. The human connection is at the center.” Customizable tour prices vary.

2.
cc
u
lets visitors pick a
preferred agroforestry
project (donations
average around $7)
and track their chosen
project’s progress
online with photos and,
for some projects,
videos. Seven million
saplings have been
planted to date. accor.
purprojet.shop.

3.
k
plants
a tree on the U.S. West
Coast for every passenger who packs a
reusable water bottle
and shows pics on social channels tagging
@AlaskaAir and using
#fillbeforeyoufly.

(WHITE DESERT) KELVIN TRAUTMAN

P

T u mN wZ
teams up with Trees
That Count to foster
future forests. A $7
online donation plants
a native tree in a New
Zealand region of
your choice.
treesthatcount.co.nz.

WORLD OCEANS DAY

OCEANS OF OPPORTUNITY
June 8 is World Oceans Day, a global call to action by the UN to celebrate and save our blue planet. Lisa McLachlan,
a Virtuoso advisor based in Sydney, Australia, says it’s also a reminder to stay marine minded throughout the year – including
when we travel. “Enjoying and protecting the ocean, and the local communities who gain their livelihoods from it, can go hand
in hand,” she says. Here, three ways to really dive in.

IMAGEBROKER/ALAMY STOCK PHOTO

Wild and
wonderful Palau.

PLANT A GIANT CLAM IN PALAU

SAVE SEA TURTLES ON SAINT-MARTIN

GIVE BACK IN THE GALÁPAGOS

Adventures on National Geographic Expeditions’ ten-day Palau tour include snorkeling
Ngemelis Conservation Area’s “underwater
Serengeti,” documented in National Geographic’s Pristine Seas project, which was
launched to inspire the preservation of the
ocean’s last wild places. Travelers also kayak
through protected mangrove forests, visit a
successful coral-spawning project, and practice hands-on preservation while planting a
giant clam in a marine sanctuary. Departures:
Multiple dates, October 7, 2021, through April
18, 2022; from $8,995.

Belmond La Samanna partners with Sea
Shepherd Conservation Society to protect
Baie Longue beach, a favorite of nesting sea
turtles. New nighttime tours from the 83-room
hotel pair small groups of guests with local
ecologists to observe the turtles’ after-hours
beach scene. Proceeds directly support Sea
Shepherd’s work on the island. Doubles from
$575, including breakfast daily and one lunch
for two. Tours, $75.

To go beyond serving locally sourced food,
Celebrity Cruises has constructed greenhouses and created a fishing co-op for its producers in the Galápagos. With its passengers,
the line has also helped plant 50,000 trees and
donated more than $1.5 million to protect the
archipelago’s ecosystem. See Darwin’s Eden
and its wildlife on an eight-day inner loop of
the islands aboard the 100-passenger Celebrity Flora, which employs a dynamic positioning system in place of anchors that can harm
fragile seabeds. Departures: Multiple dates,
June 27 through December 26; from $7,573.
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FINLAND’S
WARM EMBRACE
For centuries, Finland’s saunas
have provided a place to socialize, slip winter’s chill, shed daily
tensions, and even make critical
state decisions. As such, the
steamy sanctuaries recently secured a spot on UNESCO’s List
of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. “For Finns,
the sauna is also a sacred place
that embodies something eternal, gentle, and safe – even a bit
mystical,” says Anne Vähäpassi,
spa manager at Helsinki’s 179room H
l Käm . “When the
soothing steam caresses your
back, time comes to a standstill
and you feel the presence of
life itself.” Soak it all in at Kämp
Spa, where a spacious sauna
plays a starring role in traditional Finnish treatments. Doubles
from $376, including spa access
and one dinner for two.
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Finland by the Numbers
SAUNAS: 3.3

million

RESIDENTS: 5.5

million

MONTHS MARKED BY FREEZING TEMPS:

5

T
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In the spirit of community connectedness, the family-owned
Myc
C ll c
of hotels and resorts has built a new
secondary school in the village of Ano Mera on Mykonos. Ecofriendly and reflecting local architectural traditions, the school
features tech workshops and natural science labs, and accommodates more than 200 students. Thanks to its benefactor,
it also boasts a carbon-free commute for teachers, for whom
Myconian Collection also built 18 adjacent homes.
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INSIGHT

How to Get Back Out
There, Sustainably
As lockdowns lift and more travelers set their sights
on summer vacations and beyond, Encinitas, California-based travel advisor Damien Martin shares
tips for how to set out sustainably.

Find your fit. Even though many international borders closed during the pandemic, no matter where
you live, you’re almost certainly within a few hours of
a fabulous resort.



Keep good company. A Virtuoso advisor will
connect you with conscientious travel providers. All
tours from Natural Habitat Adventures, for example,
are totally carbon neutral; that means you can
explore national parks while also caring for their environments. Ted Turner Reserves are also excellent:
With more than a million acres of New Mexico wilderness in their care, they’re supporting Ted Turner’s
mission to “save everything.”



Eat well. Eating locally sourced food not only
reduces your carbon footprint, but also supports
farmers, foragers, and fishers in the place you visit.
Vancouver Island’s Clayoquot Wilderness Lodge (see
story on page 62) offers a great model for emphasizing local produce and sustainably sourced foods.



Support small businesses. Everywhere you visit
has something unique to offer. It might be a special
variety of produce at a farmers’ market or traditional
handcrafted pottery at an independent studio.
Spending your money in local places helps keep the
destination one of a kind.



Consider the alternative. Sustainability isn’t just
about being eco-friendly. It’s also about preserving
what makes a place worth visiting. When cities or
parks get overrun, they lose some of the charm that
initially drew people in. So get off the beaten path:
Substitute a big-name destination with a less-traveled place that has similar qualities. Think Oregon’s
Willamette Valley wine country rather than Napa or,
for your next Italy trip, Umbria instead of Tuscany.

(WILLAMETTE VALLEY) ROBERTCRUM/GETTY IMAGES
(VERMEJO PARK RANCH) SEAN FITZGERALD



Clockwise from top:
A locally sourced treat
at Clayoquot, a bison herd
at Ted Turner Reserves’
Vermejo, and Oregon’s
Willamette Valley.
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Dine My Way

SM

puts you in control

Make reservations for main dining rooms and
specialty restaurants, choose your pace and more!
Dine when and how you want with Dine My WaySM, part of the Princess®
MedallionClass® experience on all ships. Fit in a formal dinner before a
show. Stay in the moment while glacier viewing or dolphin watching by
having food and drinks ﬁnd you through OceanNow®. Customize every
aspect of mealtime so your adventure never has to be interrupted,
only enjoyed.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for details!

©2021, Princess Cruise Lines, Ltd. Ships of Bermudan and British registry.

City to Go

Big on the Barrio
History meets creativity and
resilience in San Diego.
BY HANNAH LOTT-SCHWARTZ PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS GARCÍA

GO FOR California’s southernmost

Clockwise from top left: Las Cuatro Milpas, a Chicano Park
mural, Border X Brewing’s michelada, and lowrider style.
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major city comes vacation-ready
with miles of surfable coastline,
multiple Michelin-starred dining
options, and a public green space
that outpaces Central Park acre
for acre. But dig deeper and you’ll
find that San Diego’s cultural fabric is woven from its border-town
identity. A vibrant celebration of
that character lies adjacent to
downtown in Barrio Logan, part
of San Diego’s oldest Mexican
American neighborhood. Brilliant
murals decorate the concrete
highway underpass that bisects
the neighborhood, painted in the
1970s after the city announced
plans to build a Highway Patrol
station on the land instead of
the park residents had been
promised. Today, Chicano Park
is a National Historic Landmark
and thriving arts district, revitalized thanks to the community’s
creative resilience and events
such as the weekly Walk the
Block day market on Saturdays,
when pop-ups and tricked-out
lowriders take over Logan Avenue, the main thoroughfare.

EAT A staple since 1933, Las
Cuatro Milpas (1857 Logan
Avenue) has a well-earned and
ever-present line out the door,
with locals and visitors waiting
patiently for overstuffed rolled
tacos and bowls of pinto beans
and chorizo accompanied by
corn or flour tortillas made fresh
each morning.
On a mission to make nutritious
bread available to all, founder
Amanda Estrella of cottage bakery pop-up Pan del Barrio (2195
Logan Avenue, No. 1, in front of
Agev Co.) crafts organic loaves
and pastries such as seeded
sourdough and conchas (a
traditional pan dulce, or Mexican
sweet bread), all sold on a sliding
scale during Walk the Block.
¡Salud! (2196 Logan Avenue)
draws a crowd for chiles rellenos,
shrimp ceviche, and more,
served while the speakers blast
everything from Phil Collins to
rock en español. Its 14 types of
tacos come generously layered
with toppings, as does the

TIP
“I always take out-of-town guests
to Barrio Logan, San Diego’s
hidden gem. We grab a coffee
from Por Vida, walk north on
Logan to see Chicano Park’s
murals, then head to ¡Salud!
for some of the best
tacos in town.”
– Lynn Aguilera, Virtuoso travel
agency executive, San Diego

churro ice cream, loaded with
three pieces of the cinnamonsugar pastry and drizzled with
a salty caramel sauce and
Tajín seasoning.

DRINK Mexican American flavors
rule the taps at craft brewery
Border X Brewing (2181 Logan
Avenue), where the horchata
golden stout has hints of vanilla
and cinnamon, and a hibiscus
and agave saison is as refreshing as the agua de jamaica it’s
inspired by.
Thorn Brewing Co. (1745
National Avenue) shares a massive warehouse with multiple
employee-owned businesses,
ReBru Spirits (1735 National
Avenue) among them. The craft
distiller uses draft beer at the
end of its shelf life as the base
for gin, vodka, and limitededition whiskey, all clarified with
charcoal from the on-site Texasstyle barbecue. Flavor profiles
match what you’d expect from
each spirit, but with a certain je
ne sais quoi essence from the
leftover hop oils.

SHOP Simón Limón (2185 Logan
Avenue, No. 11) is a one-stop
shop for gifts for all occasions,
from elegantly packaged cactus
soaps to hand-forged jewelry

and canvas totes stamped with
“Buenas Vibras” (good vibes).
The grapefruit-hued, cactusmuraled storefront measures
just 180 square feet, but represents more than 40 makers
from both sides of the border.
Founded by two childhood
friends dissatisfied with limited,
basic bathing-suit options,
Hola Swim (2159 Logan Avenue)
features affordable pieces
designed with Latinx flair.
Dozens of original works line
La Bodega Gallery (2292
National Avenue), a cornerstone of the arts district that
recently moved into a new
3,000-square-foot space.
Regularly rotating, mixedmedia exhibitions highlight
local artists, both established
and emerging. The summer
Frida Kahlo-inspired show,
Friducha, traditionally draws
thousands of gallerygoers.

STAY All of downtown lies at the
doorstep of the Pendry San
Diego, a 317-room hotel in the
Gaslamp Quarter with a skyline
view from the rooftop pool,
six on-site drinking and dining
options, and a Moët vending
machine should your nightcap
needs come after last call.
Doubles from $295, including
breakfast daily and a $100
hotel credit.

C
S
A x

s

h

Timeless and iconic, the 760room Hotel del Coronado has
been regarded as the city’s jewel
since opening in 1888 across the
bay from downtown on Coronado Island. Last summer, the
beachfront property debuted 16
upgraded seaside rooms, steps
from private firepits on the lawn.
Doubles from $339, including
breakfast daily and a $100
dining credit.
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On the Table

The Long Way West
Bridge-hopping your way to Key West is one delicious endeavor.
BY ADAM ERACE PHOTOGRAPHY BY VANESSA ROGERS

From left: Angler and Ale, Blue Heaven’s Key lime pie, and Ghee’s Niven Patel.

L

ESS THAN ONE DEGREE ABOVE THE TROPIC

of Cancer, strung like splinters of shipwreck between the Atlantic and the Gulf, the Florida Keys
are as far south as you can go in the continental
U.S. For this reason, the archipelago has always been
an escape, for pirates and poets, hermits and hedonists,
and, during the pandemic, American travelers shut out of
much of the Caribbean. Since last year, the adorable Key
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West airport has grown its airline partners (from four to
five), nonstop destinations (from 13 to 16), and flight frequency, making it more convenient and affordable than
ever to bypass the four-hour drive from Miami and arrive
directly in the Conch Republic.
But that misses the point. Key West is a magical place –
in some spots, scruffy and mystic; in others, as pastelmanicured as a box of Ladurée macarons – and if you only

have a couple of days, by all means take the
flight that gets you poolside by noon. If you
have time, however, this iconic drive really
rewards dawdlers and dillydalliers, lollygaggers and lazybones, particularly hungry
ones. Some might think a four-hour ride
doesn’t qualify as a road trip. The teeming,
flooded cellar of Florida, where time is more
a suggestion than an absolute, begs to differ.

PRE-KEYS: Miami and Homestead
After a leisurely morning in Miami, drive
immediately south to the suburb of Kendall for lunch in the hulking shadow of the
Dadeland Mall, where chef Niven Patel set
up the outpost of his acclaimed (and now
closed) Design District restaurant, Ghee.
Its location in the middle of a mixed-use,
town-center-type development could be
anywhere in America, but taste the vivacious Indian cooking produced from Florida-grown, South Asian ingredients (sugar
apples, musky curry leaves, heart-shaped
taro leaves like big green valentines) and
you can only be in one of Patel’s kitchens.
You’ve never had pakoras like Ghee’s –
bulky with squash and onion, threaded with
those taro leaves, fried so crunchy they
could qualify as musical instruments – because they don’t exist anywhere else.
Continue 25 miles south to Homestead,
mainland Florida’s final town before the
Keys and the state’s agricultural hub.
“Homestead has a lot of big commercial
farming, but also a community of cool organic farmers – there’s a lot of soul in this
area,” says Patel, who lives here on a twoacre farm nicknamed Rancho Patel. Fringed
with trellised passion-fruit vines and eight
varieties of mango tree, the farm supplies
much of the produce he works with at Ghee
and his other restaurants; the Homestead
microclimate can support tropical crops
that won’t grow anywhere else in the U.S.
Patel’s been tinkering with the farm’s
wood-burning outdoor oven in hopes of
opening Rancho to the public for special
events later this year, but that’s for another
time, another trip. The last stop before
Homestead’s light industrial sprawl and
shimmering green farmland dissolve into
the Southern Glades Wildlife and Environmental Area is Robert Is Here, the Moehling
family’s 62-year-old, eccentrically named

Clockwise from top left:
Square Grouper, Robert
Moehling of Robert
Is Here fruit stand,
Burdines Waterfront,
and Clawsablanca’s
stone-crab claws.
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On the Table

BEYOND THE TABLE
Key West resident and Virtuoso travel
advisor Linda Ann Luizza shares a few
of her favorite activities and sights to
seek out as you cross the 42 bridges
linking the Keys.
 Islamorada’s History

of Diving
Museum explores diving’s cultural
importance around the world, but especially its impact on Florida and the Keys.
 Learn about dolphins and catch their
acrobatic displays at Grassy Key’s
Dolphin Research Center.

 Between Knights Key and Little Duck
Key, remnants of the original Seven
Mile Bridge parallel the north side of
the current bridge. Scan the ruins for
“Fred,” an Australian pine tree that
sprouted up through the concrete
sometime after Hurricane Georges.
Each Christmas, a few brave souls
venture out across the water to adorn
Fred with the most spectacular solar
Christmas lights.

 The National Key Deer Refuge on
Big Pine Key is a great place to spot this
small, endangered species – as well as
alligators and many bird species.

 Close your eyes and experience
the flutter of hundreds of wings at
The Key West Butterfly and Nature
Conservatory, home to 50-plus species, along with flamingos and other
butterfly-friendly birds.

 Our most sought-after wreck dive,
the 500-foot-long Vandenberg is the
second-largest ship sunk off the Florida
Keys. It provides advanced divers with
numerous swim-throughs amid fish
species ranging from sharks and barracudas to tuna and schools of dolphins.

 Dry Tortugas National Park, 65 miles
west of Key West, is home to Fort Jefferson, which was built in the mid-1800s
and served as a prison during the Civil
War. It’s only accessible by boat or seaplane through permitted operators.
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From left: Patrick
Garvey gives a
tour of Grimal
Grove, and Angler
and Ale’s tuna
nachos, mangobarbecue wings,
and Key lime pie.
Opposite: Key
West’s laid back
Blue Heaven.

farm and fruit/milkshake stand. In summer,
stock up on their luscious Kent mangoes;
in winter, Florida avocados the size of emu
eggs; and in any season, a smoothie featuring
guava, sapodilla, soursop, or a dozen other
tropical fruits. Grab a shake for the road and
follow Route 1, one low-lying lane in either
direction with creeping marsh on both sides,
a tenuous Achilles tendon connecting mainland and island. For a few miles you’re in a
liminal space between the two, sailing over
Manatee Bay and Blackwater Sound on the
lofted causeway, and then suddenly the road
curves, and you’ve arrived in the Keys.

DIG IN: Key Largo to Big Pine Key
Key Largo goes by in a 25-mile blur on the
way to Square Grouper in laid-back Islamorada, the town encompassing Upper
Matecumbe Key. This is actually S.G.’s second, larger location, with a handsome deck
furnished with rattan lanterns and ceiling
fans. Is it weird to brag on their salad instead
of, say, the almond-crusted grouper with
pineapple-cranberry relish or the hulky rib
eye? Because the house salad is truly fantastic, a forest of pristine greens (and purples)
pebbled with blue cheese.

Twenty miles down the highway on tiny
Duck Key, another undercover star awaits.
Nobody comes to the Keys to eat chicken
wings, but the crispy ones lacquered in
sweet-tangy mango barbecue sauce at
Angler and Ale will stick in your head long
after its buttery tripletail, a local fish, and
salt-and-vinegar crabcakes have faded.
Chef William Ryan explains: “I brought the
recipe from my time in Saint Lucia, where
mango trees lined the streets.”
Duck is dead center between the mainland
and Key West, making it a prime location to
break overnight. The next day, continue on
to the city of Marathon, which spreads itself across a smattering of islands between
mile markers 47 and 60, and take some time
to check out its Turtle Hospital or beaches,
which are some of the prettiest in the Keys.
When you get hungry, head up a flight of
rickety wooden stairs to Clawsablanca,
the ramshackle crow’s nest of a bar at
Keys Fisheries, for a round of stone-crab
claws in the company of mounted marlins
and hammerheads. This is the outfit that
supplies the legendary Joe’s Stone Crab in
Miami Beach, and here at the source they
cost as little as $3 a claw.

Another option, hidden at the end of the
road past seafood wholesalers and mobile
homes, is the 22-year-old Burdines Waterfront, one of the first restaurants to reopen
after Hurricane Irma decimated Marathon
in 2017. From its peppermint-pink building
with a thatched roof and second-story deck
overlooking its marina, Burdines traffics in
savagely delicious sandwiches: poached yellowfin tuna melts (“No canned tuna here!!”
the menu declares), green chile cheeseburgers straight out of Santa Fe, mahi Reubens
dripping with dressing. And if you only have
one lime pie in the Keys, make it Burdines’
version, with a spiced walnut crust, a slouchy
bank of fresh whipped cream, and lime custard that’s tart and not sorry about it.
The famous Seven Mile Bridge takes off at
Marathon’s southern edge, soaring across
open water toward Big Pine Key, home to
the elusive Key deer, “who will eat almost
anything,” says Patrick Garvey, the foodpolicy-organizer-turned-gardener who
runs Grimal Grove. An eccentric Lithuanian American botanist and adventurer
named Adolf Grimal planted this tropical
fruit orchard in the 1950s. Garvey, a Canadian runaway who fell in love with the Keys,
resurrected the farm in 2013 after it was
abandoned to squatters. Along with various tropical fruit trees, it now has the only
breadfruit grove in the continental U.S.
Garvey offers tours by appointment and is a
born storyteller – ask about the lychee tree
Grimal smuggled out of a Chinese palace
garden with the help of a Buddhist monk.

SWEET SIGHTS: Lower Keys to Key West
From Big Pine, it’s an hour to Blue Heaven,
a busy Key West charmer with a sprawling
shaded outdoor space. To get there, you’ll
cross Little Torch, Ramrod, Summerland,
Cudjoe, and Sugarloaf keys like steppingstones before arriving at the southernmost
point in the continental U.S. Served with
a tall porcupine crown of browned meringue, Blue Heaven’s Key lime pie is a real
scene-stealer, but the sleeper hit here is the
low-profile banana bread. Have a slice after
the delicious local shrimp and grits, then
grab a loaf from the on-site gift shop. It’ll
make your car smell like warm spices and
caramelized bananas all 112 miles back to
the mainland.

UNLOCKING THE KEYS
Get the best of the islands and eat well along the way.

GO American Excursionist works with Virtuoso
advisors to create custom
trips throughout Florida
and the U.S. For example,
an eight-day trip from
Miami to Key West may
include two nights each
in Miami and Key Largo,
and three in Key West.
The weeklong journey
emphasizes exclusive and
off-the-beaten-path experiences: a private boat
charter around Key Largo
here, a naturalist-led Everglades walk there. Departures: Any day through
2021; from $17,200 for a
family of four.
Cycle, sail, and paddle
amid the Keys’ wildlife
and scenic waters on
Backroads’ multisport
adventure (with a support
shuttle van, snacks, and
cold drinks always on
standby). Along with snorkeling and sea kayaking,
the five-day trip from the
Everglades to Key West
includes plenty of downtime to soak up the Florida

sunshine. Departures:
Multiple dates, January
10 through December 26,
2022; from $3,599.

EAT Ghee’s blend of
ancestral Indian recipes
and Florida-grown South
Asian produce delivers
delicious results. 8965
SW 72nd Place, Kendall;
gheemiami.com.
Robert Is Here, a mainstay from the 1960s, sells
tropical produce and
phenomenal milkshakes
and smoothies on the
side of the road. 19200
SW 344th Street, Homestead; robertishere.com.
Square Grouper’s refined
seafood and steaks (and
great salads!) pair perfectly with sunset views
of its marina. 80460
Overseas Highway, Islamorada; squaregrouper
islamorada.com.
Angler and Ale is a
something-for-everyone
(also a wings-for-everyone)

hangout with a casual
outdoor deck. 540 Duck
Key Drive, Duck Key.
Clawsablanca recasts
stone-crab claws from an
indulgence to an affordable snack. 3502 Gulfview
Avenue, Marathon;
keysfisheries.com.
Burdines Waterfront
delivers the Keys’ best
sandwiches (and lime
pie) to in-the-know fans.
1200 Oceanview Avenue,
Marathon; burdines
waterfront.com.
Grimal Grove offers
entertaining farm tours
by appointment under
a canopy of breadfruit,
lychee, and cacao trees.
258 Cunningham Lane,
Big Pine Key; grimal
grove.com.
Blue Heaven’s artsy
garden is the place to be
on a sunny afternoon in
Key West. 729 Thomas
Street, Key West; blue
heavenkw.com.
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Seat at the Bar

Rosé’s Reign
Everybody’s favorite warm-weather drink
from Provence is back on the scene.

Unc
h
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KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

BY SAMANTHA FALEWÉE

Discover the spirit of Alaska.
Queen Elizabeth is your guide as you sail to the breathtaking ports of Alaska, enriching your journey with rewarding
experiences and insightful speakers along the way, including Kenton Cool, one of the world’s leading high-altitude climbers.
Encounter the pristine wilderness of each destination and dine on fresh Alaska-inspired cuisine prepared by our chefs.
®

10 nights  Jul 1, 2022
Vancouver > Glacier Bay > Skagway >
Juneau > Hubbard Glacier > Icy Strait Point >
Ketchikan > Victoria > Vancouver

Kenton Cool

Virtuoso Exclusive Beneﬁts include:
Up to $500 Bonus Onboard Credit per stateroom*
Specialty Dining Dinner in Steakhouse at The Verandah (Balcony and above)*

Virtuoso Voyages available through 2023.
*Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for complete Terms and Conditions.
We are currently assessing enhanced health and safety protocols in light of COVID-19 and looking at how these may affect each voyage. Our actual cruise offerings and itineraries may vary from the descriptions
provided and images displayed throughout. © 2021 Cunard. Ships’ Registry: Bermuda. The Cunard logo and logotype are registered trademarks of Carnival plc, an English Company trading as Cunard Line.
Queen Elizabeth is a trademark owned by Cunard. All rights reserved in the United States and other countries.

Seat at the Bar

A
A

S SUMMER APPROACHES, WE

slip into the blush-hued season
of rosé, a wine that, let’s face it,
is easy drinking year-round, but
comes into its own as the days grow long
and alfresco dining beckons.
“Drinking rosé is a little like wearing your
favorite shirt,” says wine expert and author
Karen MacNeil (her book The Wine Bible has

sold more than a million copies). “You don’t
have to think too much about rosé – unless, of course, you want to. That’s because
a good rosé takes skill to make. It should be
crisp, but not sour; fruity, but not candied;
dry, but not harsh. And it shouldn’t hit you
over the head with alcohol. When I taste a
rosé and my first reaction is, ‘I could drink
this all night,’ I know it’s a good sign.”

In Provence, rosé’s historic home, red
grapes grown in the region’s sunbaked soil,
including some limestone terrain, produce
wines with a telltale refreshing quality.
They’re best paired with grilled seafood
and aioli, Mediterranean views, and apéro
(happy hour). For a taste of the Côte d’Azur
and inspiration for journeys to come, bookmark these wines for summer sipping.

“You don’t have to think too much about rosé – unless, of course,
you want to. That’s because a good rosé takes skill to make.”

➊

➊

Domaines Ott Château de Selle Rosé
2020, $45 In this U.S. favorite, a floral bou-

quet introduces balanced notes of peach
and rose water with a hint of citrus. A lingering, minerally finish invites a second glass –
and maybe a third.

➋ La Fête du Rosé 2020, $25 Founder
Donae Burston debuted this “rosé party”
in 2019 as the first entirely Black-owned
rosé label made in Saint-Tropez, and has
donated a portion of proceeds to organizations fighting racial injustice. This easy
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➋

➌

drinker conjures hints of dried fruit, hazelnut, and cherry.

➌ Château d’Esclans Garrus Rosé 2019, $100
Hundred-year-old grenache vines power
this big spender from vintner Sacha Lichine,
who produces a suave wine worthy of a special occasion. Expect an elegant pale color,
nuanced notes of stone fruits and baking
spices, and a creamy, floral finish.

➍ Château Minuty M de Minuty Limited Edition Rosé 2020, $28

This special-edition

➍

➎

bottling was produced just a ten-minute
drive from Saint-Tropez, in the town
of Gassin (with grapes from Côtes de
Provence). Whispers of peach, orange
peel, and red currant precede a zip of refreshing acidity.

➎ Domaine de la Réaltière Pastel Rosé
2020, $20 This biodynamic, small-production bottling has a light salmon hue, with
flavors of garden herbs and rose petal, and
a hint of funk. Made with zero pesticides, it
pairs well with a backyard barbecue.

DREAM IN PINK
A hotel hidden in Saint-Tropez’s backyard.

Less than a 15-minute
drive from glittering
Saint-Tropez, La Réserve
Ramatuelle offers privacy
in a quiet hilltop neighborhood, with 14 cliffside
villas and 28 rooms
(including 19 suites). Mod
architecture and clean
lines from French architect
Jean-Michel Wilmotte
(he helped design Qatar’s
Museum of Islamic Art) let
guests focus on balcony
views of the Mediterranean. Some wellnessminded travelers stay at
this hotel exclusively for

its spa, which specializes in balneotherapy and
levels up massages with
La Mer or antiaging Swiss
Nescens skin products.
Wine lovers can use La
Réserve as a base for exploring Provençal wineries
and make an evening of
dining at its two-Michelinstarred La Voile restaurant. Chef Eric Canino
creates haute (and tasty)
dishes such as crabmeat
with caviar, seared bluefin
tuna rubbed in spices, and
grilled octopus served in
a cloud of thyme-infused

smoke. The wine list
includes 33 rosés and,
for extra fun, regional
rosé magnums (don’t
miss the sparkling Jeeper
Grand Rosé, a pet project
of hotel owner Michel
Reybier). The hotel opens
for the season on May
12 with a refreshed look
and a new patio bar and
outdoor fireplace. Doubles
from $1,075, including
breakfast daily and one
50-minute massage per
room or junior suite, or
two 50-minute massages
per suite or villa.

La Réserve
Ramatuelle’s fourbedroom Villa 7.
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PAPIER

Style & Design

Coral note card set
From $28 for 10, papier.com

The
Write
Stuff
Stationery with flair, for travel
missives worth keeping.
PHOTOGRAPHY AND STYLING BY KORENA BOLDING SINNETT
What’s more delightful than a handwritten letter
peeking out from the day’s delivery of bills and
bound-for-the-circular-file junk mail? All the better
if it’s winged its way to the mailbox from some
faraway port of call, mountain town, or metropolis.
Here, a few travel-inspired stationery sets we love
for your next wish-you-were-here dispatch.

CHEREE BERRY PAPER

Hotel Series: Waldorf Astoria
From $425 for 50, chereeberrypaper.com

LETTERPRESS JESS

PHOTO CREDIT

Monarch butterfly set
$16 for 8, letterpressjess.com
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SUGAR PAPER

Penelope letterpress set
From $515 for 50, sugarpaper.com

DEAR ANNABELLE

Classic note cards
$80 for 10, dearannabelle.com

MOONTREE LETTERPRESS

California poppy note cards
From $275 for 50, moontreeletterpress.com

E. FRANCES

PHOTO CREDIT

Rainbow laser-cut flat notes
$18 for 6, efrancespaper.com
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Cruising

From left: The pool deck on Norwegian Bliss and fun on the surf
simulator and climbing wall on Royal
Caribbean’s Symphony of the Seas.

Bring
the Crew
Expert tips for your best family cruise
once travel resumes.
BY SHIVANI VORA
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INCE THE CDC ISSUED ITS NO-SAIL ORDER LAST MARCH,

lines have worked hard to make sailings safe once cruises resume – without compromising fun. Ralph Bias, president of a
Virtuoso travel agency in Miami, says the numerous hygiene
and safety protocols include requiring guests and crew to be vaccinated,
Covid-19 testing pre-cruise and during the cruise, reducing the number
of passengers on each trip, social distancing in dining rooms and lounges,

eliminating self-service food options, and
increasing the frequency of cleanings.
While many cruisers hope to set sail this
summer and fall, Bias notes that pent-up demand is driving a huge interest in 2022 and
2023 itineraries. “Bookings are through the
roof, and the majority of my clients are opting for longer, extended voyages,” he says,
adding that lines are offering attractive incentives to travelers who book early. “After
being homebound for so long, people are
looking to make up for lost time.”
With activities for all ages and interests,
endless food options, and the convenience
factor, cruises have long been family favorites. “They’re easy and successful trips for
families because they can accommodate
everyone’s needs and wishes,” says Leah
Bergner, a Virtuoso advisor in Garden
Grove, California. But there’s no one-sizefits-all family cruise. Here, Bergner and
other members of Virtuoso’s cruise advisory board offer insights on finding the best
option for your brood and making sure that
next family getaway is worth the wait.

cabins. “You’re at the heart of the ship, and
no activity is too far away,” he says. A twobedroom suite with attached baths gives
families enough room to spread out; two
connecting rooms also work well. For families with older children who don’t need to be
in an interconnecting room, Upchurch suggests booking inside-outside cabins: a balcony cabin and a cabin across the hall that’s
much cheaper.
“What you don’t want is a family that’s
used to three bathrooms at home jamming
into a cabin with one bathroom. It makes
for a long week,” he says. Also, avoid booking cabins next to or near stairs, elevators,

smoking areas, and entertainment venues,
as they can be noisy.

DON’T CUT IT CLOSE
Rushing from the airport to port on embarkation day can be stressful for both children
and adults – especially if a flight is delayed
or canceled. Bergner suggests arriving at
the port of call a day or two before the cruise
departs. “Some lines have the option to
overnight on the ship at the embarkation
port, which is great because you get a bonus vacation day to explore the destination
without making transfers from a hotel to
the vessel,” she says.

PICK THE RIGHT SHIP AND ITINERARY
“The options are vast, and the best pick depends on your kids’ ages and your family’s
interests,” says Chicago-based Virtuoso
agency owner Rob Clabbers. Don’t rule out
smaller vessels, but know that larger ships
have a broader range of activities, along
with more choices for accommodations.
Parents with younger children should
look for a ship with amenities such as babysitting, a kids’ club, and children’s menus
or express meal options. Royal Caribbean
International, for example, offers a family
mealtime on all sailings, where kids ages
3 to 11 can eat (with the family) in 45 minutes. They’re then whisked off for oceanthemed activities while parents enjoy a
relaxing evening out.
For families with teenagers, ships with
waterslides, rock-climbing walls, and zip
lines may be the best pick. Older kids who
appreciate history, on the other hand, may
get a kick out of a cruise that hits Pompeii
and other sites in the Mediterranean.

BOOK THE IDEAL CABIN
John Upchurch, owner of a Virtuoso agency
in Ormond Beach, Florida, suggests midship
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Cruising

Paddleboarding with UnCruise
Adventures in Alaska and (right) Lamplugh
Glacier in Glacier Bay National Park.

SHIPSHAPE
Three vessels to keep your eye on for
your next family cruise.

While Virtuoso’s cruise advisory
board agrees that Royal Caribbean
International goes out of its way to
accommodate families, Clabbers says
that the Caribbean itinerary on the
line’s 5,518-passenger Symphony of
the Seas, with stops in Sint-Maarten
and Puerto Rico, gets an extra thumbsup. Onboard attractions include a
waterpark, laser tag, surf simulators,
and separate clubs for younger kids,
tweens, and teens, and many cruises
include a stop at CocoCay, the line’s
fun-filled private island in the Bahamas.
Symphony’s New England-style
seafood shack, New York pizzeria,
and hot-dog joint are hits with kids.
(Among the fine-dining options: a
steakhouse, an Italian restaurant from
Jamie Oliver, sushi at Izumi, and the
six- to eight-course tasting menus
at 150 Central Park.) The pick of the
staterooms is the two-level family
suite with an in-room slide and airhockey table on the balcony.
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PLAN IN ADVANCE

PACK SMART

Sign up for shore excursions and reserve
onboard restaurants as soon as you book
your cruise. McLean, Virginia-based advisor Jessica Griscavage says tables at specialty eateries (like that burger bar with
an arcade) and excursions to view wildlife,
zip-line, mountain bike, and other active
adventures fill up fast. “I’ve seen several
instances where families end up disappointed for not planning in advance and
wind up wasting precious vacation time
trying to see what’s still available that will
please the children,” she says. “A little bit of
planning ahead of time with your travel advisor will ensure a seamless vacation without disappointment.”

On embarkation day, your suitcases might
not be delivered to your room until hours
after you board. Don’t wait for them to
show up to start the vacation, Clabbers
says – “Tote a carry-on with items such as
swimsuits, sunblock, and books, and get
going.” Also, when packing for multiple
people, spread some items for each person
(sneakers, shorts, polo shirts) over numerous bags; if one goes missing, at least everyone in your family has some essentials
for the trip. Keep in mind that with all the
excitement, transfers, and check-in, embarkation day can be overwhelming for
children, so bring extra snacks and some
activities to help bide the time.
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Boutique expedition cruise line
UnCruise Adventures counts active
adults as its primary passengers
aboard the 76-passenger Wilderness
Discoverer. Its special family-focused


(GLACIER) JANICE AND NOLAN BRAUD/ALAMY



There’s nothing better than
the splendid serenity of Africa’s
vast, wildlife-rich safari lands.
summer itineraries to Alaska, however, are
great options for outdoors-loving children
ages 8 and up. A team of guides leads kids
(and their parents) on nature-focused excursions such as sea kayaking, paddleboarding,
whale-watching, snorkeling, and wildlife walks
to spot black bears, otters, mink, and more.
Expect treasure hunts, polar plunges, boat
races, beach bonfires with s’mores, and games
of I Spy with leaping dolphins.
Upchurch describes Norwegian Cruise
Line’s 4,004-passenger Bliss as a self-contained amusement park. The ship sails the
Pacific Coast from Alaska to the Panama Canal, as well as Caribbean itineraries. “Bliss hits
all the marks for the perfect family vessel,” he
says. “Even on a weeklong sailing, you won’t be
able to get through everything there is to do.”
The upgrade: a suite in The Haven, a boutique
ship-within-the-ship that’s accessible by key
card and has its own pool, restaurant, and bar.
This mini-city is home to 19 dining venues –
from a classic diner to a brewhouse – and
boasts a go-cart racetrack, open-air laser tag,
two waterslides, two huge pools, a casino, an
arcade, and multiple theaters showcasing
magicians, comedy shows, and Broadway
productions such as Jersey Boys. The kids’
club is divided into three age ranges: 3- to
5-year-olds enjoy parades and treasure hunts,
6- to 9-year-olds can learn to juggle, and
10- to 12-year-olds participate in video game
competitions and themed spy nights. Teens,
meanwhile, meet up at Entourage, a venue
with a dance club, a movie theater, and classes
such as the art of improv.
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The World’s Most Awarded
Safari Outfitter
Contact your Virtuoso
Travel Advisor for details

Local Culture

The Secret
Italian
Riviera
Liguria’s Gulf of Poets
delivers charm and
breathing room in
equal measure.
BY INGRID K. WILLIAMS

Portovenere’s
Church of San Pietro.
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are no undiscovered
stretches of the Italian
Riviera. After all, centuries of visitors, from conquering Romans and Grand Touring
Brits to rail-pass-toting backpackers and well-heeled cruisers, have explored the region’s
splendors. Still, some surprises
remain here.
Just south of the Cinque
Terre lies a dazzling gulf dotted
with small beaches, turquoise
coves, and pastel villages hugging the glittering Mediterranean Sea. One of the largest
villages, Lerici, which I’ve
called home for several years,
is a place that Italians across
the boot recognize instantly.
“Che bello!” they exclaim upon
hearing where I live. “Il Golfo
dei Poeti!” “The Gulf of Poets”
is how most refer to what is officially called the Gulf of La Spezia, which owes its nickname to
the many poets and writers –
D.H. Lawrence, Lord Byron,

SUSAN WRIGHT
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T MAY SEEM AS IF THERE
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From left: Fresh catch at San Terenzo’s La Creuza de Mauri restaurant, seaside in Fiascherino, and Lerici’s marina.

Percy and Mary Shelley, George Sand, Petrarch, and Eugenio Montale among them –
who have sought (and found) inspiration in
these serene seaside surroundings.
Ringed by former fishing hamlets, the
gulf today is a summertime paradise and a
favorite destination among vacationing Milanese on their monthlong August holidays.
But among international travelers, the area
remains lesser known, in large part because
no trains – only local buses – connect these
smaller towns. Yet those willing to embrace
the buses or travel by car will discover another set of cinque terre, or five lands, in the
towns of Portovenere, San Terenzo, Lerici,
Fiascherino, and Tellaro. Each harbors its
own unique appeal.

FIRST STOP: Portovenere
On the gulf’s western cusp, just down the
coast from the famous Cinque Terre, Portovenere closely resembles its neighboring villages, with labyrinthine lanes and a jumble
of tall, narrow houses painted dusty rose,
periwinkle, tangerine, mustard, and lemon
yellow. Narrow stepped alleyways called
carrugi wind through the town, from the

main shopping drag of Via Capellini to a medieval hilltop fortress. Just beyond the town
center on a promontory jutting into the sea,
the twelfth-century San Pietro Church,
with its zebra-striped facade, welcomes seafarers to the Gulf of Poets.

ACROSS THE GULF: San Terenzo
According to local lore, when Lord Byron
lived in Portovenere in the early 1800s,
the athletically inclined poet had a habit of
swimming across the bay – a span of nearly four miles – to visit the Shelleys in San
Terenzo. The couple then resided in Villa
Magni, a whitewashed house with a distinctive arched colonnade that still stands
today. But the village itself, which Mary
Shelley found terribly desolate, is today a
lively beach town with a wide crescent of
sand dotted with socially distanced sunbathing locals, paddleboard-playing teens,
and children splashing in the shallow waves.

BELOW THE CASTLE: Lerici
A mile-and-a-half-long waterfront promenade connects San Terenzo to neighboring
Lerici. The scenic walk passes palm trees,

sandy coves, and beach clubs with neat rows
of sun loungers and parasols. The largest of
the towns that ring La Spezia’s bay, Lerici
is home to about 10,000 year-round residents, but typically accommodates thousands more during the summer months. A
hulking stone fortress overlooks the town
and its bustling marina, where yachts and
polished sailing boats drop anchor beside
fishing trawlers and weathered dinghies.
Restaurants on the main piazza serve Ligurian specialties – steamed local mussels,
trofie pasta smothered in pesto – but you’re
more likely to find locals sprawled on the
large rocks of the breakwater with takeaway focaccia and gelato.

SECRET SHORES: Eco del Mare and Fiascherino
If Lerici’s beaches begin to feel cramped,
quieter coves await south of town. A narrow two-lane road snakes high above the
sea past olive groves, backyard vineyards,
and trees heavy with oranges and lemons.
A small parking area marks the entrance to
Eco del Mare, an exclusive beach club in a
small cove nearly 200 feet below the road.
Those who make the descent will find an
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Local Culture
idyllic bay ringed by high cliffs and a golden
beach with a few gauzy umbrellas. Farther
down the road, in the hamlet of Fiascherino,
fewer bathers find their way to the town’s
adjacent coves, both with fine, soft sand.
The larger, fronting Locanda Il Senatore,
offers the added opportunity to dine on
fresh seafood on the restaurant’s pergolacovered terrace.

TIP
“As an alternative to hiking from village to village in the Cinque Terre,
there’s a great hiking trail starting in Lerici that extends down to Bocca di Magra,
on the border with Tuscany. It’s a scenic experience that’s certainly up to the
standard of the most exacting of hikers.”
– Adamarie King, Virtuoso travel advisor, Raleigh

T ll r
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SEASIDE PEARL: Tellaro
Beyond Fiascherino, the coastal road ends
at Tellaro, one of the most beautiful hamlets in all of Italy, according to a national
association that lists villages of exceptional
beauty and culture. But ask locals what Tellaro is best known for, and they’ll tell you
it’s octopus. Legend maintains that the villagers were once saved from marauding pirates thanks to an octopus that climbed the
bell tower and sounded a warning. At the
town’s much-anticipated summer Octopus
Festival, the cephalopod is served alla tellarese (boiled until tender and served with
potatoes and local olive oil). But it’s hard
to consider anything but Tellaro’s beauty
while wandering along its brick-and-stone
alleyways, past candy-colored houses and
the rose-colored chapel beside the sea. At
sunset, with views of Portovenere across
the Gulf of Poets, it’s a scene as magical as
any to be found in the Cinque Terre, on the
greater Italian Riviera, or beyond.

POETIC PURSUITS
STAY The seaside Grand
Hotel Portovenere stands
at the western edge of
the Gulf of Poets, with
47 rooms in a sixteenthcentury former Franciscan
monastery. The surrounding area is well within reach
here, especially with the
hotel’s Soleil 33 motorboat, available for guests to
rent. Doubles from $425,
including complimentary
parking, breakfast daily,
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and a $100 dining credit.

CRUISE Ponant’s 184-passenger Bougainville kicks
off an eight-day roundtrip sailing from Nice
next spring with a stop in
Portovenere. It’s an opportunity to explore the Gulf
of Poets before moving
on to Viareggio, Livorno,
and other Italian ports.
Departure: May 17, 2022;
from $3,320.

Next summer, Star Clippers’ 166-passenger Star
Clipper sails from Rome
to Cannes. The ship calls
in the Gulf of Poets town
of Lerici, where travelers
can stop by the fortress
and stroll the waterfront,
gelato in hand. The sixday sailing also calls
in Portoferraio on Elba
Island, Portofino, and
Monaco. Departure: June
6, 2022; from $1,300.
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Planning for a Gulf of La Spezia getaway.

ADVERTISEMENT

NEW & NOTEWORTHY
HOTEL EXPERIENCES
This extraordinary collection of Virtuoso-preferred hotels and resorts
offers exceptional experiences and exclusive amenities you’ll
only receive through your Virtuoso travel advisor.

PORTOFINO, ITALY

LOS CABOS, MEXICO

VAIL, COLORADO

Splendido Mare,
A Belmond Hotel, Portofino

Solaz, a Luxury
Collection Resort Los Cabos

Sonnenalp
Hotel

This redesigned retreat
offers relaxed Italian
glamour in the heart
of Portofino.

Iconic architecture,
authentic experiences, and
cherished local treasures
define this hotel.

Delight in warm,
European-style hospitality
amid the timeless Colorado
Rocky Mountains.

Rich Ligurian hues and nautical
touches make rooms and suites here
the perfect hideaway. Stay three nights
or longer by June 30, 2021, and enjoy
a complimentary lunch or dinner, a
boat excursion, shuttle service to
Paraggi beach plus dedicated sun
loungers, and a day by the pool with
lunch at sister property Splendido.

Enjoy transformative spa treatments,
savor delicious Mexican fare, and
lounge by infinity-edge pools that
meet endless stretches of sand.
Book three nights by June 30, 2021,
for travel through December 19,
2021, and enjoy a complimentary
fourth night, plus private round-trip
airport transfers.

Dine at your choice of three distinctive
restaurants and enjoy cocktails with
live music in the King’s Club. Take a
horseback ride or hike along peaceful
mountain trails, and pamper yourself
with a spa experience. Stay three
nights or longer by November 18, 2021,
and receive an additional $275 credit
toward spa services per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value
food and beverage credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $150-value
resort credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 resort
credit per stay.

Conscious Comeback

View to recovery: Kangaroo Island’s Hanson
Bay, post bushfire.

The 2020 bushfires threatened to
destroy Kangaroo Island. Now its
landscape, flora, and fauna are rising
from the ashes.
BY ALEXANDRA CARLTON
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I

T’S CALLED KANGAROO ISLAND – A VAST, REMOTE WILDERNESS

of bush, beaches, and rugged cliffs that sits just off a great curve of
coastline in South Australia, a short ferry ride from the Fleurieu
Peninsula or a 30-minute flight from Adelaide. Really, it could be
called Koala Island or Wallaby Island, Echidna Island or Whale Island,
such is the abundance of Australian native animals that call it home.
But in late 2019 and early 2020, devastating bushfires came close to

BEYOND IMAGES/GETTY IMAGES

The Great
Rebounding

ADVERTISEMENT

TAKE YOUR TRAVEL TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Discover more than 1,400 top hotels and resorts around the world
where Virtuoso travelers enjoy these exclusive perks:
ROOM UPGRADE, WHEN AVAILABLE • BREAKFAST DAILY FOR TWO GUESTS PER BEDROOM •
EARLY CHECK-IN AND LATE CHECKOUT, WHEN AVAILABLE •
COMPLIMENTARY WI-FI • VIRTUOSO AMENITY

PALERMO, ITALY

KOLYMPITHRES, PAROS, GREECE

BUDAPEST, HUNGARY

Villa Igiea,
a Rocco Forte Hotel

Parīlio, a Member of
Design Hotels

Matild Palace, a Luxury
Collection Hotel, Budapest

Discover history, majesty,
and serenity at this turn-ofthe-century palazzo on the
outskirts of lovely Palermo.

Secluded pine-fringed coves
and the picturesque fishing
villages of Paros await at this
gateway to the real Cyclades.

This 130-room UNESCO
World Heritage site
showcases distinctive
Hungarian culture.

Sample local seafood pasta dishes
at this long-loved sanctuary for
royalty, dignitaries, and Hollywood
luminaries. Explore Palermo’s bustling
markets, baroque palaces, and tiered
villa gardens. Stay three nights or
longer between September 1 and
November 21, 2021, and save 15 percent.

All 33 suites are filled with soothing
colors and natural materials. Taste
traditional Parian recipes made with
local produce, and sip refreshing
beverages at the pool bar. Find inner
peace with spa experiences that
draw upon the warmth and energy
of the Aegean islands.

Make lasting memories as you
immerse yourself in luxurious
surroundings and the imperial
history of the palace. Dine on
international fare and visit the secret
liquor library, all by Wolfgang Puck.
Get in a workout and rejuvenate
afterward at Swan Spa.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value
food and beverage credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value
food and beverage credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: $100-value
food and beverage credit per stay,
and a one-way private airport transfer.

Conscious Comeback

Bouncing back: A towering yacca and (right) a Kangaroo Island cutie.

obliterating it all, ripping through nearly
half the island’s 1,700 square miles, including Flinders Chase National Park, home to
natural landmarks such as the Remarkable
Rocks and Admirals Arch, and its signature
luxury accommodation, the grand and gracious Southern Ocean Lodge. Australians
will never forget that terrible summer, when
they crowded around radios and stared at
websites waiting for news, then mourned all
that the fire devoured.
But what’s astonished almost everyone
who lives on Kangaroo Island, as well as the
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rest of Australia, is just how beautifully life on
this wild southern paradise has recovered. “I
think ‘resilience’ is the word that first comes
to mind when considering the landscape and
wildlife of Kangaroo Island, as well as its
close-knit, hardworking community,” says
Hayley Baillie, cofounder and creative director of Baillie Lodges, which owned, operated,
and – pending approval – is now planning to
rebuild Southern Ocean Lodge by early 2023.
“Businesses and homes have been rebuilt.
National parks have reopened. And injured
wildlife has been nursed back to health.”

Much of the island’s fauna and flora have
not only survived the fires, but now appear to
be thriving. Australia is, after all, a continent
that’s regularly ravaged by bushfires, and
even needs them to regenerate and replenish
its vegetation. Mere months after the fires
ended, green shoots began bursting from the
ashes. In some cases, plants that were rarely
seen – because they rely on fire to regenerate –
suddenly dominated the landscape. “They
called this a once-in-200-years fire, but I’m
calling it a once-in-200-years yacca flowering event,” says Jim Geddes, co-owner of the

(YACCA) QUENTIN CHESTER,
(KOALA) GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

What’s astonished almost everyone is just how beautifully
life on this wild southern paradise has recovered.

Hanson Bay Wildlife Sanctuary, on the island’s western side. Yacca is an arresting, almost architectural native grass tree known
for its towering spears of flowers, which
normally grow at a glacial pace. “To see
these giant forests of yaccas, with their huge
spikes – up to 26 feet high – that usually only
appear every five years, is amazing,” he says.
Flourishing plant life means plenty of food
for the island’s most abundant animal species: kangaroos, wallabies, koalas, brushtail
possums, and Cape Barren geese. Each of
their populations was affected by the fires,
but reports suggest they have all rebounded
and – to the delight of naturalists observing
them – at lower, but healthier and more sustainable levels than before. Southern Ocean
Lodge’s Hayley and James Baillie have made
regular trips to Kangaroo Island to help
friends and colleagues with cleanup around
the Southern Ocean Lodge site. The couple
say the lodge’s managers have reported regular sightings of two of the island’s favorite
residents, Enchilada the echidna and Sol the
kangaroo, who like to snuffle and explore
around the site.

Another silver lining of the fires is that the
island’s eastern side, home to restaurants,
artists’ studios, and many other businesses,
is enjoying new interest. “The east side of
the island is just as beautiful as the west, and
in fact allows visitors to experience different types of natural beauty,” says Ian Swain,
owner of Swain Destinations, a tour operator that designs custom vacations, with a
special focus on Australia.
While he, like everyone, was devastated
by Southern Ocean Lodge’s destruction, he
points out that several exceptional accommodation options on the eastern side are
now on every traveler’s must-visit list, as well
as relatively unexplored pockets of natural
beauty such as the D’Estrees Bay area and
Lashmar Conservation Park. Covid-related
travel restrictions are still making it difficult
for visitors to enter Australia, but Swain says
this is the time to be planning a getaway for
when borders reopen. “Kangaroo Island truly
is Australia’s Galápagos,” he says. “By coming
back, you’re helping the community – local
artisans, beekeepers, winemakers. And, of
course, seeing an incredible part of the world.”

Adventures
In Golf
Creating perfect itineraries,
memorable travel experiences
and dream vacations
since 1977

HOP TO IT
When the time is right, see the KI renewal in person.

GO During 12 days in
southern Australia with
Aussie-owned Swain
Destinations, travelers
can take a dawn balloon
ride over Yarra Valley vineyards and cure their own
olives and bake sourdough
loaves at the Jackalope
Hotel on the Mornington
Peninsula. At Pelican
Lagoon on Kangaroo
Island’s east end, there’s a
chance to spy the island’s
namesake marsupial, as
well as tammar wallabies
sheltering in thickets of
tea trees. Departures: Any
day through March 2022;
from $8,625.

A private tour of the
Sydney Opera House
(and tickets to a show)
kicks off a wide-ranging
16-day Australian exploration with Artisans
of Leisure. Take a deep
dive into local heritage
with an Aboriginal elder
in the rugged Flinders
Ranges, build wildlife
shelters on Kangaroo
Island, and paddle sea
kayaks offshore of the
ancient Daintree Rainforest. Last stop: the Great
Barrier Reef’s Lizard
Island. Departures:
Any day through 2022;
from $34,970.

CRUISE Fremantle (Perth’s
coolest neighbor) is the
west coast gateway to
Australia on a 16-day
Silversea sailing from
Singapore to Melbourne.
The 596-passenger Silver
Muse cruises south along
the coast, docking in
beachy Busselton and the
colonial city of Albany before arriving at Kangaroo
Island, where travelers can
take in a sheep-shearing
demonstration, taste
honey from Ligurian bees,
and visit a eucalyptus
oil distillery. Departure:
December 2, 2022;
from $8,100.
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To book your adventure,
contact your Virtuoso® travel advisor today.

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND,
SPAIN, PORTUGAL, AUSTRALIA,
NEW ZEALAND & USA
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St. Regis Bermuda Resort

Unmatched style in iconic destinations,
our diverse portfolio answers the growing
demand for unparalleled luxury experiences.

The Best Address in Bermuda is the new
St. Regis Bermuda Resort. Deﬁned by bespoke
service, superior amenities and its own Five Forts
Golf Club makes St. Regis a most desirable retreat.

The Ritz-Carlton, Turks & Caicos
An idyllic beachfront escape is the new Ritz-Carlton,
Turks & Caicos where natural beauty and luxury
resort amenities reﬂect one of world’s most desirable
beach destination of Grace Bay Beach.

Stunningly unique beachfront oasis, The Ritz-Carlton,
Aruba exhibits the diverse inﬂuences of the vibrant
culture and treasured history of Aruba.

For reservations or more information,

The Ritz-Carlton, Aruba

please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
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Suitelike comforts and wild
settings: These
well-appointed tents
call campers of all adventure levels to lace up boots in the
great outdoors. B Y E L A I N E G L U S A C

IT’S WELL KNOWN IN COLORADO THAT BLACK BEARS

MARIO MORENO

on the cusp of winter forage far and wide for food. But it wasn’t
known to my sister and me until a bear visited our spacious tent at
Dunton Hot Springs – a stylish affair in the San Juan Mountains with
woven rugs, a plush bed, and armchairs by the stove. When the full
moon magnified his silhouette across a canvas wall, we bolted for the
bathroom. He fled at first shriek, of course, but left a trace – a paw
print on the tent – proof that glamping is still camping, in all the best
back-to-nature ways.
Nature, a safe and socially distant refuge, has been the balm of
the pandemic. Instagram accounts once devoted to rooftop cocktails and luxury suites went full Sierra Club, with images of peopleless
sunsets, uncrowded hiking trails, and wildflower-filled plains.
But for those who feel sleeping on hard ground and rustling up
campfire fare isn’t quite “vacation,” outdoors-focused resorts step
in to remove the discomforts and handle the chores, freeing guests
to revel in the splendor of nature.
As the following illustrate, opportunities come in a variety of climates and cultures – from the African bush to the Australian Outback, tropical beaches to temperate rain forests, desert canyons to
snowcapped peaks – collectively linked by love of the land.

Prime perch: Elewana’s Loisaba
Tented Camp overlooks a massive
conservancy in Kenya.

WILDLIFE

MOUNTAINS

WATER ACTIVITIES

RAIN FOREST
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COLORADO

Stake a Claim
Originally a mining camp established in 1885 that boomed
to a population of about 300,
Dunton, Colorado, was a ghost
town by 1918. The current owners took seven years to restore
the entire town – complete with
a dance hall and saloon – as
Dunton Hot Springs. Historic
buildings house most of the
13 accommodations, with the
exception of Christy’s Tent, an
all-season platform tent with
a gas stove, en suite bathroom,
and chandelier hanging from
the central beam above the bed.
Exhaust yourself hiking in the
San Juan Mountains or flyfishing on the Dolores River’s
West Fork, if only to best
appreciate the resort’s main
attraction: the hot springs in
five pools, including one in the
original nineteenth-century
bathhouse. Christy’s Tent from
$1,275, including all meals and
beverages and a $100 resort credit.

UTAH

Red Rock Retreat
Sharing 600 acres of slot
canyons and sandstone mesas
with remote Amangiri in
southern Utah, Camp Sarika
by Amangiri acts as a boutique
resort within a boutique resort,
with ten tented pavilion dwellings – each with a terrace and
plunge pool – and a communal
pavilion with a restaurant,
pool, and spa. Named after the
Sanskrit word for “open space”
and “sky,” Camp Sarika invites
guests to spread out and steep
in desert solitude, whether
actively on via ferrata climbs or
more pensively by stargazing
with furnished telescopes. An
added bonus: access to Amangiri’s resort amenities and restaurants a 30-minute hike (or
five-minute drive) away. Tents
from $4,000, including all meals
and a $100 resort credit.

Tip
“Dunton’s outside baths are
magical at night, but the
indoor thermal bathhouse
is just as wonderful, with a
wood-burning fire off the
corner of the large communal
bath to set the cozy and warm
mood. I highly recommend
the nearby cold plunge.”
– Dan Lack, Virtuoso travel
agency CEO, Sausalito
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From top: Camp
Sarika, and Christy’s
Tent and fly-fishing at
Dunton Hot Springs.

MONTANA

Summer Camp
Space and variety distinguish
The Resort at Paws Up, a
sprawling 37,000-acre ranch
a half hour east of Missoula,
Montana, which now has 36
luxe tents in six camps. Choices
overlooking the Blackfoot River
or its Elk Creek tributary range
from the original Moonlight
Camp (where Western-chic
tents come with complimentary mountain bikes) to threebedroom tents at North Bank
Camp and Cliffside Camp’s
honeymoon tents with copper
bathtubs. Each enclave has a
designated dining pavilion and
chef, and guests have access to
more than 100 miles of trails
for hiking, biking, horseback
riding, or ATV touring – plus
ten miles of prime fly-fishing
waters on the Blackfoot. Tents
from $3,328 for a family of four,
including all meals, an open bar,
a $300 activity credit, a bottle
of wine, and round-trip airport
transfers from Missoula.

CALIFORNIA

California Dreaming
Channeling the Central Coast
spirit of rugged self-reliance,
15 double-occupancy “glampsites” at Ventana Big Sur sit
just off the Pacific in a 20-acre
redwood canyon where the
ocean meets California’s Santa
Lucia Mountains. Campers
share bathhouse facilities –
with teak-enclosed showers
and heated floors – but tents
offer electric lamps, sinks
with hot and cold water, picnic
tables, and both wood-burning
and propane firepits. Guests
can pick up meals, picnic
baskets, and s’mores kits from
the resort’s two restaurants.
By day, explore hidden coves
and hiking trails, and catch the
monarch butterfly migration
and the area’s abundant marine
life – including whales visible
from shore. Tents from $240.

c
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VANCOUVER ISLAND

Big-Time British Columbia
The 600-acre Clayoquot
Wilderness Lodge serves as
a base camp for soaking up
the surrounding UNESCOdesignated Clayoquot Sound
Biosphere Reserve on Vancouver Island. While the coastal
rain-forest location is remote –
the only way in is by boat or
seaplane – the resort’s 25 newly
refurbished white canvas tents
skew contemporary-sleek,
with welcome luxuries such
as heated bathroom floors.
Beyond the tents’ waterfront
decks, it’s the activities that
draw explorers: kayaking the
glacier-fed Bedwell River, hiking amid mossy hemlocks and
cedars, morning forest bathing,
and marine safaris by Zodiac to
spot whales, bears, sea otters,
and eagles. Menus, too, showcase the Pacific Northwest’s
abundance in locavore dishes
featuring scallops, salmon,
prawns, and more. Tents from
$1,158 per person, including all
meals, an open bar, most activities, and a 60-minute massage.

Clayoquot tents and
(right) a bagel with
avocado, charred corn,
feta, and wild herbs.
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CO S TA R I C A

LA PALMA

Jungle Hideaway
Set within Arenal Volcano
National Park, Nayara Tented
Camp frames views of the
active volcano from 21 hillside accommodations, each
measuring a generous 1,500
air-conditioned square feet,
with a plunge pool and outdoor
shower. Canopy beds with
headboards painted in botanical motifs bring the jungle
indoors. Outdoors, guests have
access to seven warm-spring
pools, a wildlife preserve reforested with more than 1,000
cecropia trees to support its 15
sloths, morning yoga sessions,
and an espresso bar offering
bean-to-brew demonstrations.
Off-property, nature guides
lead canopy tours via hanging
bridges, treks across lava fields,
and visits to local coffee farms.
Tents from $900, including breakfast daily and a $100 spa credit.

Tip
“Nayara’s Tented Camp
offers the best Arenal Volcano
views of any accommodations at the resort. Make sure
to visit La Fortuna falls, a
ten-minute drive away; I
recommend going early in the
morning to swim before
it gets too crowded.”
– AJ Arena, Virtuoso travel
advisor, New York City

Nayara Tented Camp and
(above) active Arenal Volcano.
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AU S T R A L I A

NORTHERN TERRITORY

Stone-Cold Cool
The sacred sandstone monolith at the heart of Uluru-Kata
Tjuta National Park commands
attention from each of 16 whitepeaked tents at Longitude 131˚
in Australia’s Red Centre. A
gateway to Indigenous culture,
the resort offers sunset trips
to Uluru, gorge walks, and
visits to the cave paintings of
the ancient Mala people. On

Top and bottom: Outdoor
living at Longitude 131˚.
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the cultural track, guests can
learn Aboriginal dot painting;
in the adventure vein, they can
explore the Northern Territory
desert on Harley-Davidson
motorcycle tours. When night
falls, guides recount the stories
of the Southern Hemisphere’s
constellations over dinner, and
fireplaces on the tents’ verandas invite private stargazing.
Tents from $1,387 per person,
including all meals, an open bar, a
$50 spa credit, a $50 resort credit,
and round-trip transfers from
Ayers Rock Airport.

INDIA

LADAKH REGION

A Presidential Suite
Tent and (below)
Thiksey Monastery.

High Country Escape
Like the nomadic camps that
sustained centuries of traders
and explorers in India’s mountainous Ladakh region, the 14tent Chamba Camp Thiksey
sets up seasonally, mid-May
to mid-October, in the Leh
Valley’s high-altitude alfalfa
pastures amid ice-capped
mountains, glacial rivers, and
cobalt lakes. Operated by The
Ultimate Travelling Camp,
the experience intersperses
visits to seventeenth-century
Leh Palace, ancient monasteries, and a village oracle with
bird-watching, hiking, and
whitewater rafting. Indigenous
and colonial cultures mingle in
camp, home to a croquet lawn
and a globally inspired kitchen,
where choices include hearty
Ladakhi thukpa noodle soup.
Tents from $411, including breakfast daily and a $100 camp credit.
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INDONESIA

BALI

Life in the Trees
No trees were cut to build
Capella Ubud, Bali, “a 23-tent
camp that tiptoes ever so softly
on the land,” according to its
designer, Bill Bensley (for more
on Bensley, turn to page 56).
Vintage romance meets Balinese spirituality at the secluded
resort on the Wos River, where
a Hindu temple offers cleansing rituals. Suspension bridges
thread through the jungle
highland canopy, connecting
one-bedroom suites and the
two-bedroom Lodge, each with
a pool and styled to tell the
story of a shipwrecked Dutch
crew at the turn of the twentieth century. Guests can help
tend the property’s coffee and
cacao groves or hike nearby volcanic Mount Batur, then spend
the evening in the social-hub
Officer’s Tent. Tents from $960,
including breakfast daily and one
50-minute massage for two.

Clockwise from top:
A River Tent interior,
a Rainforest Tent and
its saltwater pool, and
offering baskets.
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FINLAND
Off the beaten path.

Contact Virtuoso Advisor to
book your adventure to Finland

AFRICA

KENYA

Safari Savior
Set on the 57,000-acre Loisaba
Conservancy in Kenya and
sustainably managed by The
Nature Conservancy as a critical corridor for elephants,
Elewana Loisaba Tented
Camp crowns an escarpment,
framing panoramas from the
Ewaso Nyiro River valley to

distant Mount Kenya from its 12
tents, as well as its dining tent,
terrace, and adjacent infinity
pool. Three family units connect two tented bedrooms with
a private walkway, and one
family suite has its own swimming pool. With three square
miles of wilderness per bed in
the reserve, this is the place to
see rare wild dogs and one of
Kenya’s most stable lion populations, as well as elephants.
Travelers spot wildlife on daily

game drives, while the more adventurous can set out on guided
horseback, camelback, mountain bike, and walking safaris.
A standout experience: visiting
the Loisaba Conservancy headquarters to learn about conservation programs and meet
the anti-poaching sniffer dogs,
followed by sundowners with
canapés. Tents from $1,088 per
person, including all meals and
house drinks, daily game drives,
and a guided walking safari.

Isle of Adventure
On the north shore of verdant
Príncipe Island, a UNESCO
biosphere reserve 130 miles
off central Africa’s west coast,
Sundy Praia calls all castaways to 15 one- to three-bedroom tented shorefront villas
modeled on traditional woodpaneled fishing huts. Sliding
glass doors erase the barriers
between indoors, where minibars come stocked with local
fruit, and outdoors, where biodiversity thrives. Guests can
revel in nature (this so-called
African Galápagos has more
than 20 endemic bird species)
and active pursuits – beachhopping by boat, showering
in rain-forest waterfalls, and
summiting a volcanic peak –
knowing wine-paired tasting
menus await in the bambooframed dining room. Tented
villas from $1,097, including
breakfast daily, one 50-minute
massage for two, and round-trip
airport transfers.

(ELEWANA LOISABA TENTED CAMP) MARIO MORENO

Loisaba Tented Camp’s
communal deck and (right)
Sundy Praia’s dining area.

SÃO TOMÉ AND PRÍNCIPE
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EXPLORE THE WORLD
THE BACKROADS WAY
Your Pace, Your Day, Your Adventure
BIKE & E - BIKE
WALK & HIKE
PADDLE

C

Join Backroads, the leader in active travel for 40+
years, and enjoy active adventures in the freedom of
the great outdoors. In over 65 countries, from easygoing to avid. Every trip features world-class luxury

CRUISE

with unrivaled service and support from a dedicated

SAFARI

team of Trip Leaders.

in
THE

Adventure in full
measure: The Amazon
River from above.
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field

ADVENTURERS’ INSIGHT
Hiking, biking, dogsledding, and guiding: From
Zimbabwe’s plains to
Puglia’s hills, lives lived
out of doors make for
great wisdom – and great
stories. Eight adventurers
share their thoughts on
why it’s important to get
outside and what we can
learn from nature.

PHOTO CREDIT

BY KIM BROWN SEELY
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PETER GAVA
Professional guide, Wilderness Safaris
Base: Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe

I grew up
right from
the ground,
you might say,
naturally
liking nature.
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(ELEPHANTS) PAULA FRENCH/GETTY IMAGES

II

was born to a mixed Bushman-Bantu family in Gweru, Zimbabwe. So I was
well introduced to liking nature. My mother’s mother was
a San Bushwoman who taught me at a very young age about
collecting berries, collecting melons, catching insects like
termites for food. I grew up right from the ground, you might
say, naturally liking nature. It was quite inspiring learning
useful skills – like, if you’re going for a walk, make sure you
drink water before you start walking or else, if you start
drinking again as you walk, it makes you tired. These were
the real skills of becoming a resilient Bushman.
My first job was as a primary school teacher in my home
village where my parents finally settled, in Gokwe, Zimbabwe, but my main interest was environmental science.
Researchers from the Sengwa Wildlife Institute in Gokwe’s
Chirisa National Park came to my parents and said, “Why
don’t you let him come work with us?” I didn’t want to. I liked
being a teacher. I said to my father, “Dad, you really want me
to get eaten by those lions?” But he was so persistent that I
said I’d try it on school holiday. I went to the research station
and there was a gentleman who gave me some uniforms. I felt
very welcomed and was so impressed by the things I saw. So
I said, OK, maybe I’ll try it for a month. Thirty-eight years
later, I’m still here. Wilderness Safaris is very keen to conserve these otherwise threatened areas of Africa. We’re all
mourning together because of the pandemic, but it’s going to
be so exciting for people to return to Africa. We’ve got to teach
the younger generations how to protect all this and pass it on.

Céline Cousteau
Filmmaker, explorer, environmental activist
Base: The Var, Provence, France

(CÉLINE COUSTEAU) CAPKINVA CCP,
(FROG) DIRK ERCKEN/ALAMY

W

I know
that my access
to the
outdoors has
profoundly
defined
who I am.

hat I learned growing up in a family of explorers and travelers
is how important it is to take kids on adventures
outdoors. Obviously, travel came to a screeching halt
in the past year of Covid, but you can still look for
nature. I have a 9-year-old son, and we’ll be like, “Let’s go on
a rosemary-finding adventure!” And we’ll crawl through the
hills around the house and create things from nature, like a
stone tower, and make that a whole new world. If you give kids
access to nature, it becomes part of them. It doesn’t have to be
a formal education, just whatever you’re capable of doing. In
my case, I feel like I had amazing access and great privilege in
travel, getting to spend time on the Calypso with my grandfather and in a family of travelers who were not only traveling for
exploration, but to bring back stories. And then, at some point,
our family legacy became about protecting the environment,
so I was imbued with all of that growing up.
My first trip to the Amazon was when I was 9 years old.
It profoundly changed my relationship with the world and
created a connection with that place. I kept going back. That
journey was all about the experiences and the senses. I got to
help scientists catch piranha and study them. I walked on a
sandbar in the middle of the Amazon River with thousands
and thousands of little frogs. Just walking into the jungle, I
had a full awareness of what it was just to sense the earth. All
of that stayed very much alive in me. As an adult, you intellectualize your experiences much more; as a child, it was all
about the senses. I know that my access to the outdoors has
profoundly defined who I am. It shapes how I see myself in
the world, how I see other people, and the ability, even if I’ve
never been to a place, to understand my connection to it.
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Lucho Verdesoto
Expedition leader, Lindblad Expeditions
Base: Villanúa, Spain

it’s still
a total
thrill when
I see
something
new.
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(ARCTC) RALPH LEE HOPKINS

A

fter 27 years guiding trips for Lindblad and traveling the world
aboard several National Geographic ships, it’s still a total thrill when I see something new. People will come up
to me and say, “Come on, this probably happens all the
time, right?” And I’m like, “No, I’ve never seen this in my life!”
For instance, just a couple of years ago we encountered a
seal that was all alone on an ice floe. It was a glorious afternoon; we’d been heading south toward the Antarctic Circle,
when suddenly this pod of killer whales comes along. They
were clearly hunting and targeted this seal on the ice floe.
They started doing the kind of wave-washing you see on
National Geographic, trying to wash the seal right off the ice
in front of our eyes. The captain managed to put the bow of
the ship maybe less than 50 meters away from the ice floe, very
carefully and slowly, and all 150 of us, plus the crew, were leaning over the bow. No one was inside the ship. The whales were
teaching their young how to do the washing. And then, the
unexpected happened: The seal got away. There was no massacre. That’s something that doesn’t usually happen in nature.
Leading expeditions in the Arctic is different from Antarctica. The polar bears present a different kind of challenge,
because we’re getting off the ship and walking with a group
and armed naturalists and guides as guards – let’s just say that,
as an expedition leader, I probably have a few gray hairs from
those bears. Mostly, though, it’s incredibly moving being in an
area that’s on the front line of climate change. Everyone wants
to see the predator, the iconic polar bear, but it’s the whole
environment that’s threatened. And it’s a magical thing to see:
The ice, it embraces so much diversity; all the seabirds, the
whales – the belugas and narwhals – it’s something special.

our own
lives are
richer
when we’re
surrounded by
diversity.

Romina Da Pieve
Chief of exploration experience, Explora
Base: Santiago, Chile

(PATAGONIA) KAVRAM/GETTY IMAGES

P

eople will say, “I came to Torres del Paine or Atacama because I
need to disconnect.” But what they mean is, they need
to connect! You need to connect with yourself and
disconnect the things between you and your thoughts,
between you and nature. We see that all the time. People
arrive at our lodges the first day, exhausted from the journey,
with that face – you know, the traveler’s face. And then they
go outside and, well, they completely change. They start to
become real people.
I recommend that everybody do at least one full-day
adventure when they visit the Explora properties, because
when you spend the full day outside, you really get to connect with yourself. That’s what I enjoy the most: seeing the
transformation in people after they go out on an exploration.
It doesn’t matter if it’s sunny, if it’s raining, if it’s snowing. As
soon as guests step outside, they change.
One of the things I’ve learned from nature that I appreciate more and more is diversity. In Torres del Paine, for
instance, there’s a wonderful diversity of bird species. Even
the ground there is diverse. It might look barren, but it’s rich
with microorganisms, and in the springtime the flowers are
amazing. The healthiest ecosystems are the ones that are
diverse, and if you think of our own lives, they’re richer when
we’re surrounded by diversity. Diversity in nature. Diversity
in people. That’s why, when we form our guiding teams, we
try to look for diversity. It’s good not only for our guests, but
for our teams.
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Alejandra Villalobos
Hiking guide, Journey Mexico on-site tour connection
Base: Chihuahua City, Mexico

My Love
of nature
led me
to become
a guide.
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(ALEJANDRA VILLALOBOS) BRUNO REZZA,
(COPPER CANYON) AL ARGUETA/ALAMY

I

’ve been hiking in Mexico and the U.S. for 20 years and have been close to
nature since I was a girl. My father was a cattleman. He
had ranches on the plains of Chihuahua and, working
there, I spent a lot of time hiking in the Sierra Norte. My
love of nature led me to become a NOLS (National Outdoor
Leadership School) instructor. Now I lead hiking trips to
Copper Canyon and Oaxaca. Everyone who comes to Copper
Canyon is surprised: The landscape is huge, just amazingly
huge. People are pretty much speechless when they learn it’s
four times the volume of the Grand Canyon and is actually
made up of eight separate canyons. The deepest is more than
6,000 feet deep. At the top it’s forest – pine and oak – and at
the bottom it’s subtropical.
I’ll guide three-, four-, or seven-day hiking trips, and on
all of them there’s a lot of up and down. It’s rugged terrain
with different altitudes. But it’s fine: We walk slowly and
have mules carrying our gear. Anyone in moderately good
shape can do this. The camps are very nice; we’re not there
to suffer. In the bottom of the canyons you’ll find mango
and avocado trees and papaya; you’ll have these bright-green
military macaws flying right over your head – it’s fantastic.
The other thing I love about leading trips in Copper Canyon
is the culture. There are four different ethnic groups, but the
major one is the Rarámuri. They’re known worldwide because
they’re really good barefoot runners. My favorite time to
hike is September or October, since the rainy season has just
passed, it’s not too hot, and there’s still a lot of water in the
streams and little waterfalls. The fields are full of flowers –
purple, yellow, white – and everything is super green.

Carl Dixon
Dog musher, adventurer, and co-owner,
Within the Wild lodge company
Base: Mile 198, Iditarod Trail, Southcentral Alaska

(CARL DIXON) SCOTT DICKERSON,
(ALASKA) A&J FOTOS/GETTY IMAGES

O
you learn
the main
rule:
if you
tip over on
the sled,
hang on!

ur lodge is located an hour’s flight north of Anchorage, at mile 198
along the Iditarod Trail. If you’re really interested,
you can come for our four-day dog-mushing school at
Winterlake Lodge, but most guests just want to try running the dogs for a day. First we hook up the dogs, then I’ll
drive the team, starting out with guests riding in front in the
basket. You know how it is just out of the gate – the huskies
are all barking and rarin’ to go. There’s a lot of power in even
a six-dog team when they’re ready to roll, and we start out
flying. Then, after a bit of instruction, if our guests feel comfortable, they can drive the dogs, with me in the basket. It’s a
once-in-a-lifetime experience for folks. We have 16 sled dogs
here at Winterlake, and each one has its own personality. You
get to learn who the lead dogs are, the team dogs, the swing
dogs. You learn how to harness the dogs. And you learn the
main rule: If you tip over on the sled, hang on!
Winter is beautiful here. Once you’re flying along with a
team, the dogs quiet down and all you hear is snow-hushed
silence and the rush of the runners. We might see moose
tracks, marten tracks, lynx tracks, all kinds of birds, but of
course no bears that time of year. It’s interesting to learn
about all the winter life here, to realize how remote we are.
There are no roads. Sometimes people are a little shocked at
how remote we are, but that’s Alaska.
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Cristina Mittermeier
Photographer, conservationist, founder of International
League of Conservation Photographers, cofounder of
SeaLegacy, president of Only One Collective
Base: Qualicum Beach, British Columbia

In the end,
it requires
reestablishing a
relationship with
nature that
recognizes the
right of wildlife to
exist just because.
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W

hen I’m in nature, I try to put down my camera every once in a
while so I can absorb what’s happening in that moment and remember it. It’s a matter of being present. As a photographer, I create photographs that
capture a sliver of the reality of what’s happening in a small,
ephemeral moment. And then the moment changes. I feel
like my photographs are a permeable membrane enabling a
larger conversation between me as a photographer and the
people who are looking at the images. It’s a back and forth. I
consider my social media account a daily dose of planetary
understanding. I try to share beautiful images every day that
make people feel invited into the conversation, along with
inspirational text sharing a little bit of wisdom on how to be
better citizens of our planet.
People often want to know what they can do to contribute. I tell them it doesn’t matter what profession you have if
every single day you make a commitment to being a better
citizen of planet Earth. It’s not just about recycling lightbulbs, it’s about adopting an attitude. It’s about rethinking the type of capitalism we live under in order to make
it more conscious and more future oriented. In the end,
it requires reestablishing a relationship with nature that
recognizes the right of wildlife to exist just because. And
because it’s the foundation of all life on earth.
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AlUla is an untold story, a land preserved by time, an awe-inspiring jewel of archaeological signiﬁcance and
cultural history. ake an adventure through the ancient and recent past. Uncover preserved tombs, sandstone
outcrops, and historic dwellings.

hese monuments, both natural and man-made, hold 200,000 years of largely

unexplored human history. Discover Hegra, the mysterious and breathtaking UN SCO World Heritage site, with
its celestial desert landscape, ancient legends, and colorful stories. Be among the ﬁrst to experience AlUla.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to plan your adventure.
www.
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Arien Coppock
Biking guide and former pro cyclist, DuVine cycling
and adventure company
Base: Arezzo, Tuscany, Italy

There’s an
aura of
peacefulness
cycling by
the olive trees.
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I

love guiding bike tours in Puglia, Italy, in spring. You’re riding through
fields full of bright-red poppies, and there are these little
whitewashed trulli houses. But what’s most impressive are
the olive trees; they’re hundreds of years old, and there’s
just this aura when you’re cycling by. It’s a feeling of peacefulness, and also like you could be going back in time a hundred years. You look around as you’re pedaling through that
landscape and think to yourself, 100 years ago this would’ve
looked exactly the same!
In fall, my favorite place to ride is the Piemonte, or Piedmont. It’s not only famous for white truffles, but produces
two of the most renowned red wines in Italy, Barbaresco
and Barolo. There, you’re riding along the hilltops through
these ancient villages without a lot of people, and the valleys sit below shrouded in fog. It’s like a fairy-tale world up
there. I grew up on a chicken farm in South Africa, a stone’s
throw from a major informal settlement, where poverty
is a fact of life. Growing up in a place like that really gives
you an appreciation for life and for being able to enjoy the
natural world, because you know what real poverty looks
like. I’m a very positive person when I’m guiding; I know
how fortunate I am.

®

The American Safari

Follow the steps of Meriwether Lewis into a vast wilderness—37,000 acres encompassing pine-forested foothills,
vast grasslands and a winding 10-mile stretch of clear-blue river. You’ll discover all kinds of adventure, from
fly-fishing and whitewater rafting to horseback riding and hot air ballooning. At the end of each day, you’ll
be nibbling on five-star cuisine, then resting your head inside a luxury tent surrounded by nature. This is
The American Safari. And you’ll only find it at Montana’s premier luxury ranch resort, The Resort at Paws Up®.

for information and to make a reservation, contact your virtuoso travel advisor.

© 2021 The Last Best Beef LLC.

Desert of

Plenty
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From snowy
High Atlas peaks
and windswept
Sahara dunes
to crashing
Atlantic surf,
Morocco
goes big
on adventure.
Story and
photography
by Alan Keohane

The Milky Way and Toubkal massif
in Morocco’s High Atlas Mountains.
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I

first came to Morocco

in 1986 to work with the Berbers, the Indigenous inhabitants of the region,
organizing and leading treks in the highest mountain chain in North Africa,
the Atlas Mountains. I’d been studying photography in London and wanted
to photograph the country and its people. Britain has had a long historic
connection with Morocco: The northern city of Tangier was briefly a British
colony, and the two countries signed a treaty in 1721. Yet despite this association,
Morocco had always felt remote and unknown.
No one was going to pay me to travel and take photos, so I did the next best thing –
got a job that brought me into daily contact with the kind of landscapes and people
I wanted to photograph. A few years later I published my first book, The Berbers of
Morocco, and from that was commissioned for Bedouin: Nomads of the Desert. The sheer
variety of Morocco’s landscapes and cultural heritage I encountered during that time
astounded me.
Coming from England, which often feels very homogeneous, I was blown away
by how every city and town has its own character, colors, food, and often dialect.
The same with the countryside – everything from the Mediterranean and Atlantic
coastlines and the lush green hills in the north to wide, empty plains; snow-covered
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A member of
the Berber
Ait Atta tribe
leads his camel
through Erg
Chebbi dunes.
Opposite: The
Atlas Mountains
viewed from
Marrakech.
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mountains; and vast, open
deserts. As a European, it
feels as if there’s a whole
continent crammed into a
single country. In 1993, my
wife, Joanna, and I moved
from our small London flat
to Marrakech so we could explore these lands together.
Morocco’s history and culture
evolved in the countryside,
among the nomadic desert tribes
and the Berbers – the Imazighen
in their own language – in
the mountains. Some of the
country’s most historical
monuments are found there:
sites such as Tamegroute in the
south’s Draa Valley – a religious center since the eleventh
century – and Tinmel Mosque,
built in 1156 in the Atlas Mountains. Cities like Fez and Marrakech represent the zenith of
Moroccan history and culture;
they were the capitals of vast
empires that had great wealth
and sponsored extraordinary
monuments and art. However,
it’s in the countryside, among
the tribal communities and
in the small villages, that you
can discover the people, their
personalities, and the traditions that led them to create
the cities and empires that have
had such an impact on the rest
of the world.
When I first came here,
there were few international
visitors, and they mainly
stuck to the historic cities.
The rest of Morocco was very
much terra incognita. This
has changed over the past few
decades as huge infrastructure investments have opened
up the country, made rural
communities accessible, and
enabled visitors to explore. A
proliferation of country hotels
and guesthouses has brought
opportunities for visitors and
local communities alike.
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Morocco is a place of surprises.
The desert is austere, yet almost
instantaneously transformed by rain,
as hidden oases burst with life.

Clockwise
from far left:
Erg Chebbi
dunes, studying
the Koran in
Merzouga, and
an almond tree
blossoming outside the Draa
Valley village of
Tamnougalt.
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Of course, the increased
reliance on international tourism meant that travel’s total
collapse during the pandemic
dealt the country an outsize
blow. King Mohammed VI
created a national fund to combat its effects and purchased a
good quantity of vaccines while
they were still in development.
As a result, the general outlook
for the future is bright.
As we emerge from this moment, the country’s open spaces
call out more strongly than ever
before. The desert’s attraction
lies in its combination of
majestic emptiness, surprising
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geological formations, and
the hospitality of the people
who live there. Travelers, for
example, will often be invited
to partake in a glass of mint tea,
if not to share in a communally
eaten tagine. In the desert, the
Bedouin tradition of hospitality is called “the bond of salt.”
Hosts are duty bound to welcome a guest for three days and
three nights; it’s a mechanism
of survival, but also a matter of
honor: Today’s guest may well
be your host tomorrow.
Morocco is a place of surprises. The desert is austere,
yet almost instantaneously

transformed by rain, as hidden oases burst with life. The
mountains pack so much into
a small footprint – they’re havens for big-horned aoudads,
Cuvier’s gazelles, golden
eagles, and wildcats such as
caracal. And I love the Atlantic Coast’s wildness, its huge
surf, and long, almost empty
beaches. If I had to choose one
area to take a visiting friend, it
would be there in the south for
its space and sense of adventure, camping under a huge
sky filled with stars where the
Sahara’s grand dunes literally
tumble into the ocean.

A Berber woman
weeds poppies
from her field on the
road to Tizi n’Tichka
Pass, gateway to the
Sahara. Opposite: A
casbah presides over
the Ourika Valley
south of Marrakech.
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All for Morocco
Trips that pair city highlights with great outdoor pursuits, plus two of our favorite casbah retreats.

GO Blue Parallel’s custom
Morocco itineraries include a
ten-day trip with two nights each
at Kasbah Tamadot in the Atlas
Mountains and Dar Ahlam in the
Skoura Valley for hiking, mountain biking, visits with Berber
families, and other activities. Two
days in Fez and three in Marrakech balance rural pursuits with
urban discovery. Departures: Any
day, September 1 through December 31, 2021; from $15,500
per person for a group of four.
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Photographer and photo editor
Krista Rossow shares pro tips on
National Geographic Expeditions’ 12-day trip from Casablanca
to Fez. Days focus on outdoor
activities – hikes in the High Atlas
and Dadès Gorge, four-wheeling in
the Ounila Valley, a sunset camel
ride on Saharan dunes – and
include photogenic city souks and
buskers on Djemaa el-Fna Square.
Departures: September 11, 2021,
and May 14 and September 10,
2022; from $8,745.

Travel advisors can work with
Alizés Private, one of Virtuoso’s
on-site connections in Morocco,
to plan custom itineraries. A tenday, privately guided tour packs
in experiences such as sunset
camel rides and stargazing from
a camp in the Zagora Desert,
trekking to a Berber family’s
home in the Atlas Mountains
for a cooking class and mint tea
ceremony, and a hot-air balloon
ride over Marrakech and neighboring villages while enjoying an

in-flight breakfast accompanied
by a live violinist. Departures:
Any day, September 1 through
December 31, 2021; from
$31,130 for two people.
Mountain Voyage Morocco
works with Virtuoso advisors to
take guests off the beaten track.
For example, after two days
exploring Marrakech, travelers on a privately chauffeured
tour head to the High Atlas for a
guided trek through juniper and

oak forests and two nights at
Kasbah Tamadot. The eight-day
trip continues across North
Africa’s highest pass, 7,400-foot
Tizi n’Tichka, through Draa
Valley palm groves en route to
Erg Chigaga’s dunes for camel
rides and a night at a desert
camp with a traditional meal,
storytelling, and stargazing with
a Berber astrologer. Departures:
Any day, September 1 through
December 31, 2021; from
$10,790 for two people.

STAY Richard Branson’s 28-room
Kasbah Tamadot serves as a
luxe base for hikes, mule rides,
and visits to Berber villages in
the Atlas Mountains. The former
home of an antiques dealer welcomes guests back from outings
with a spa, tennis courts, indoor
and outdoor pools, and – during
summer months – movies under
the stars on Monday and Thursday nights. Doubles from $685,
including breakfast daily and a
$100 resort credit.

Roughly an hour’s drive east of
Ouarzazate, the rammed-earth,
14-room casbah Dar Ahlam
encourages communing with
nature: There are no TVs or
phones in guest rooms (though
there is Wi-Fi). Along with camel
rides across Saharan dunes, the
property will arrange overnight
campouts in the desert, complete
with a campfire and lantern-lit
dinner. Doubles from $1,775,
including all meals and one
50-minute massage for two.

Clockwise from top left:
Asilah, an arts hub
about an hour’s drive
south of Tangier, has a
fortified medina that
dates to the fifteenth
century; sheep grazing in the High Atlas
Mountains; and Fantasia
horsemen practicing
near Safi on Morocco’s
central Atlantic coast.
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Need to Know

HOW
TO
TRAVEL
BETTER

O
u
B y

:

THE TRAVEL TIPS,
INSIGHT, AND ESSENTIALS
YOU NEED NOW.

RUNWAY READY PPE gets
a sustainable makeover from
Better Off Alone travel essentials, which include a jumpsuit
($130) and a travel kit ($190)
with an airline seat cover, face
mask, eye mask, pillowcase,
and blanket. Created from
100 percent Egyptian cotton
treated with silver-based antimicrobial technology, they’re
designed for repeated launderings and can be composted
when they wear out. better
offalonenewyork.com.

●

WE’RE
OBSESSED WITH
A portion of the proceeds
from andBeyond’s
digital safari shop
supports local
communities and
conservation initiatives.
We’re partial to the
gorgeous Lalela scarves,
designed by youths in Lalela’s after-school programs
in sub-Saharan Africa.
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● SAIL AWAY Cruise lines are
cautiously planning to weigh
anchor as vaccine rollouts pick

up speed and Covid restrictions begin to lift. Noteworthy:
Windstar, Royal Caribbean,
and Celebrity Cruises, among
others, recently announced
a restart of cruising for fully
vaccinated passengers, with
summer sailings in the Caribbean, Mediterranean, and
more. Lindblad Expeditions
announced plans to begin
small-ship sailings in Alaska
(the big-ship lines’ Alaska
season was effectively canceled by various governmental
restrictions) and the Galápagos in June – with vaccine
requirements and other Covid
precautions in place.

● FLYING, ELEVATED
Emirates, which made news
as the first airline to fly with
a fully vaccinated crew back
in February, is also sallying
forth with a new premium
economy cabin on some of
its A380 aircraft. The spaces
feature leather seats with
six-way adjustable headrests
and greater pitch and width
than standard economy
seats, as well as wood finishes and 13.3-inch seatback
screens. The cabin debuted
on a Dubai-to-Heathrow
flight and will appear on
other new A380s throughout
2021 and 2022.

(ALASKA) BRI BAR/GETTY IMAGES

TRAVEL INTELLIGENCE

MAGIC ISN’T
IMAGINARY

IT’S JUST VERY
WELL-PLANNED

DOMESTIC ESCAPES
From the Glaciers of Alaska to Niagara falls, explore the wonders of
your own backyard in an entirely new light with Insight Vacations

EXCLUSIVE
EXPERIENCES

DELICIOUSLY
AUTHENTIC
DINING

PREMIUM
HOTELS &
COACHES

SMALLER
GROUP
CAMARADERIE

For more information, contact your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

SEAMLESS,
STRESS-FREE
TRAVEL

Need to Know
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BACKGROUND
RESEARCH
IF YOU’RE GOING ...

TO MOROCCO
(“Desert of Plenty,” page
82): Pick up Louis Vuitton’s
Travel Book: Morocco by Marcel
Dzama – the artist renders his
transportive impressions of the
country in ink and watercolor.

WHAT TRAVEL TRENDS DO YOU SEE EMERGING POST-PANDEMIC?

“I’m seeing three main trends right now:
slow travel, preferences for boutique properties or private villas, and bucket-list trips
becoming a priority. The pandemic has put
things in perspective: Lots of travelers no
longer want to delay that extra-special trip.”
– Shannon Kircher, Anguilla
“We’re starting to get inquiries for longer
trips – imagine being away for a glorious
three to four weeks. We’re also seeing more
immersive and culturally focused trips.
There’s a renewed interest in understanding
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people and the nuances of their cultures.
And during longer trips, there’s more time to
dig in and experience these cultures more intimately.” – Tisha Neufville, Roswell, Georgia

TO PROVENCE
(“Rosé’s Reign,” page 38): Pour
a glass and dive into Drink Pink:
A Celebration of Rosé, Victoria
James’ paean – illustrated
by Lyle Railsback – to what
superchef Jacques Pépin has
called “the most unpretentious
and democratic of all wines.”

“Initially, I think we’re going to see less
demand for larger group trips and more
interest in smaller, private experiences
and arrangements. Once travelers are vaccinated, that will fade. This is why I think
cruise lines may all decide to require that
guests be vaccinated to board.” – Derek
Schemonitz, Pittsburgh

Percentage of travelers who say the pandemic
has made them want to travel more sustainably in the future,
according to a recent Virtuoso survey.

ON AN ADVENTURE
(“In the Field,” page 70): Watch
Maidentrip, a 2013 documentary
that chronicles 14-year-old sailor
Laura Dekker’s solo circumnavigation of the globe.

(SAFARI) JACOB EUKMAN/GETTY IMAGES

ASK THE ADVISORS

INTERVIEW

MOROCCO AND MORE
Earlier this year, Doug Holt and his wife, Carolyn Lasater, left home in South Jordan, Utah, for a
three-week journey through Morocco and Tanzania, planned by Virtuoso travel advisor
Adrianne Resek. Here, Doug shares highlights from the Morocco leg of their trip.

It was time to put a dent in
the bucket list we’d assembled before we married in
2019. An African adventure
was at the top of the list.
Covid presented some
challenges. We had to test
negative before we left. Our
biggest lesson came at the
airport, when we showed
our PCR result. It had to
be less than 72 hours old,
and we made it with 13
minutes to spare. We sanitized our hands at least a
dozen times a day and wore
masks in public, removing
them only to eat or take
photos of ourselves.

We visited Morocco at
the height of the citrus
harvest. In every medina
were dozens of souks with
fresh, beautiful berries and
veggies. Peppers, strawberries, carrots, cucumbers,
oranges by the thousands.
Cilantro, cinnamon, tagine
spices, cumin, curry, and
many more were fresh
and abundant.

a day on camels and had
a feast with our guides of
chicken and beef grilled
over charcoal, with fresh
vegetables. We even saw a
day-old camel.

Our favorite experience
was two days in a tent
camp in the Agafay Desert
near Marrakech. Out in
the solitude of the red
soil, the snowy, rugged
Atlas Mountains soared
into the clouds. We spent

Where next? We had a Danube River cruise canceled
last year due to Covid, and
that’s been reset for June.
And probably Kenya: Maasai Mara National Reserve,
maybe the northern Serengeti, and others.

We won’t do another Africa
trip without Adrianne. Her
counsel and itinerary were
indispensable for our highly
successful trip.

(ORANGES) ADAM SMIGIELSKI/GETTY IMAGES

We stayed in Marrakech,
the Agafay Desert, Fez, Meknes, and Casablanca. We
also did a day trip to Rabat.
The locals in the medinas
were welcoming and eager.
We often heard, “Welcome
back, Americans,” and
“Thank you for coming
back.” Clearly, the lack of
tourism due to Covid had a
devastating effect on Morocco and the many small
businesses utterly dependent on tourists.

Citrus season
in Morocco.
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Gallery

WILD THING
NATURAL STYLE, IN BLACK AND WHITE.

Zèbre
Limited-edition screen print
on Somerset velvet

French-born, Barcelona-based Malika Favre likes to reimagine the ordinary. Her bold, minimal style makes clever use of
negative space and geometry – as well as humor and a touch of sexiness. She created this image of a familiar safari denizen
“as an ode to the perfection of nature itself,” she says. Prints available at shop.malikafavre.com. @malikafavre
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THE WORLD
AWAITS
VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISORS MAKE YOUR TRAVEL DREAMS REALITY.

Personal connections and access to a network of the world’s best travel companies give Virtuoso
travel advisors the power to deliver your dreams – customized just for you. And the peace of mind
that comes with knowing an expert has your back is more essential now than ever before.
Connect with a travel advisor at virtuoso.com.

Your trusted travel resource.
Virtuoso travel advisors customize each trip with extras and perks,
and act as your advocates every step of the way.
Connect with an advisor at virtuoso.com.

THE WORLD’S TOP TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO®.

